MONTANA STATE SENATE
JUDICIARY COMMITTEE
MINUTES OF THE MEETING
March 14, 1985
The forty-ninth meeting of the Senate Judiciary Committee was called to
order at 10:05 a.m. on March 14, 1985, by Chairman Joe Mazurek in Room
325 of the Capitol Building.
ROLL CALL: All committee members were present. In addition, Senator
Fred VanValkenburg sat with the committee during the hearing.
Chairman Mazurek announced HB 366 and HB 507 would be heard together due
to the similar nature of the subject matter of the bills.
CONSIDERATION OF HB 366 AND HB 507: Representative Kerry Keyser,
sponsor of HB 507, stated he introduced the bill because the bill that
was passed last session setting up Section 49-2-309, MCA, is blatantly
unfair to women, to men, and to the insurance industry in the area of
life and automobile insurance. He testified the Women's Lobbyist Group
does not represent the majority of women in the state of Montana. He
stated this is not a civil rights issue; it is an economic issue.
Representative Keyser stated that when we talk about life insurance,
sure, we're talking about sex and male and female, but we're also
tal'king about the factors of a driver's age, the horsepower, of the car,
whether the car is used for pleasure or work, whether it is used in
business or farming, and whether the young driver has driver's training.
The fact young males have one and a half times as many accidents, six
times as many fatal accidents, two times as many moving violations, four
times as many license suspensions and revocations are reasons why they
pay more. Mileage is not an effective substitute for gender because
women driving the same number of miles per year as men still demonstrate
a much lower rate of accidents then men. In 1983, males were 53% of the
driving percent of the driving population and had 68% of the accidents
that year. What they're talking about is facts, costs to women, and
changing the tools the industry does use. He recognizes there was a
problem existing in the retirement benefit, and that problem has been
taken care of by the U.S. Supreme Court and is no longer a factor.
Representative Jack Ramirez, sponsor of HB 366, stated he introduced the
bill for the purpose of trying to find some middle ground between the
outright repealer and the law that will become effective in October if
nothing is done. He then walked the committee through the bill. Page
1, lines 12-18, guarantees there will be no discrimination in availability of insurance. It indicates no insurer may refuse to insure,
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refuse to continue to insure, or limit the amount of coverage available
because of sex or marital status. If there is any discimination in the
insurance business, that's the type of thing we're talking about. What
we are talking about goes beyond that with the unisex laws which will
become effective in October. What we are talking about there is the
inability to make actuarial distinctions which can save women money on
their insurance rates. He doesn't believe that should be prohibited; it
is an economic issue, and it's not something the state should be involved in. The way this compromise is basically today, with businesses
that are subject to the· federal Employee Retirement Income Security Act
(ERISA), as far as group employee plans are concerned, they are required
to be unisex in nature. Distinctions cannot be made on an actuarial
basis within those group employee plans. ERISA does not apply to all
employers. In fact, it applies to only employers with 15 or more
employees. For the smaller employers, there is no such requirement. In
ERISA situations, the woman can't make a choice as to whether she wants
unisex coverage or some other coverage. This bill would extend the
unisex requirements to all employers in the state of Montana. According
to the University of Montana business statistics, there are about 75,000
Montana employees who are employed in establishments of 14 or fewer
employees. You would be extending unisex provisions for employee plans
to 75,000 private employees. The second thing you would be doing, since
federal, state, and local employers are not subject to ERISA, you would
also extend the protection of unisex to all of those employees as well,
and there are about 50,000 government employees. You must keep in mind
the state does have a unisex plan. We are not doing anything as a
matter of fact with them, but as a matter of right. This bill would
extend for employee plans the protection or at least the concept to over
100,000 Montana employees. It is significant, and it is not the equivalent of a repealer in any sense of the word. If a woman is involved in
an employee situation where she cannot make a choice, then it will be
unisex, but we should not require that for individual policies. If a
woman wants to go out in the market and make a choice, she has the
freedom to make that choice. If there is a demand for unisex policies,
insurance companies who want to sell policies will make those policies
available in the market place. Representative Ramirez stated he poes
not believe the state of Montana should deprive people, male or female,
of going into the market, purchasing the policy they want to purchase,
and getting the best price they can get.
PROPONENTS: The following testified in support of the bills and, where
indicated, presented written testimony or made additional testimonial
remarks: Bonnie Tippy, representing The Alliance of American Insurers
(Exhibit 1). Mavis Walters, Senior Vice President, Insurance Services
Office, a not-for-profit corporation which provides a wide range of
technical services to property liability insurers (Exhibit 2). Lester
Loble II, representing the American Council of Life Insurance (Exhibit 3).
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Carol Mosher, representing Montana Cowbelles (Exhibit 4). Ann Allen
supported HB 507 (Exhibit 5). Sherry Daniels (Exhibit 6). Marie
Deonier (Exhibit 7). Elmer Hausken, lobbyist for Montana Association of
Life Underwriters (Exhibit 8). Lois Halsey, representing Montana State
Eagle Forum (Exhibit 9). Beverly Glueckert supported HB 507 (Exhibit 10).
Helen Sasek, representing the Helena Eagle Forum (Exhibit 11). Judy
Minte1, representing State Farm Insurance Companies (Exhibit 12). She
stated the major reason for their support is without the enactment of
one of these two bills, State Farm will be forced to make major pricing
changes which will result in large rate increases for both young women
of this state and young married couples. The examples submitted with
her testimony were prepared by their actuarial department. In addition,
Linda MCCluskey presented written testimony in support of HB 366 and
Margaier Tripplehorn presented written testimony in support of HB 507,
although they did not testify orally before the committee (Exhibit 13).
OPPONENTS: The following testified in opposition to the bills and,
where indicated, presented written testimony or made additional testimonial remarks: Ann Brodsky, on behalf of the Women's Lobbyist Fund
(Exhibit 14). In addition, Ms. Brodsky presented written testimony on
behalf of Dr. Mary Gray, President, Women's Equity Action League, and
Professor and Chair, Department of Mathematics, Statistics and Computer
Science, American University, Washington, D.C., who was unable to attend
the hearing (Exhibit 15). Karen Zollman, on behalf of Montana State NOW
(Exhibit 16). Patrick Butler, representing the National Organization
for Women's Insurance and Pension Project (Exhibit 17). Jan Siemers, on
behalf of Montana NOW (Exhibit 18).
Mike Meloy, lawyer in Helena, testified all HB 366 does is extend the
protections of Title 7, which prohibit employer-based discrimination, to
existing employer plans in businesses that have 15 or fewer employees.
He doesn't think you can afford to run a pension plan or health insurance plan for a business that small and submitted there aren't any. He
testified the Human Rights Act picks up where Title 7 leaves off and
prohibits employer discrimination regardless of the size of business, so
the Human Rights Act already provides the kind of protection HB 366
would provide; otherwise it's a flat repealer. He handed out an analysis
of his view of the constitutional problems with sex-based discrimination
in insurance rates (Exhibit 19) and stated there are essentially two
questions that would come up. First, whether the Montana Constitution
or the federal Fourteenth Amendment prohibits private actions. He
submitted the Montana constitution very clearly applies to private
businesses and does so on its face. There's no question in Montana that
the equal protection clause prohibits private discrimination as well as
public discrimination. He submits that under the federal constitution,
in the case of Reitman v. Mulkey cited in his brief, the actions of this
legislature to repeal what was passed last session will constitute state
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action. He submitted that if the legislature repeals the law passed
last session, it is permitting discrimination in the field of rates
after October 15, and there will be state action even under the federal
constitution. He believes the problem with Mr. Garrity's opinion is it
is based upon the assumption our Supreme Court and the u.S. Supreme
Court will look at gender-based rates and apply a rational basis analysis,
which is if you have a good reason for classification, you can discriminate, unless it impinges on a fundamental right. He believes
another problem with Mr. Garrity's opinion is he applies the law that
was in existence in the U.S. Supreme Court prior to 1975 and seizes on
the Montana case of State v. Craig which was decided based on the old
law. In 1976, the U.S. Supreme Court adopted what's been called the
middle tier approach, that a governmental or private action, whatever
is causing the discrimination, in order to meet a constitutional challenge based on sex, must serve important governmental objectives and
must be substantially related to those objectives. What the Montana
Supreme Court has done in those kinds of cases is say our constitution
is broader than the federal constitution, and if there is a fundamental
right in our constitution that may not be in the federal constitution,
then we're going to apply the strict scrutiny test, which is the highest
test that can be applied. It was developed in racial discrimination
matters. The U.S. Supreme Court hasn't applied that test to sexual
discrimination, because it hasn't considered discrimination on account
of sex to be a fundamental right. He submits the Montana Supreme Court
will. He doesn't think the Stone case Mr. Loble cited is applicable at
all, because Stone involved a construction of the Montana Human Rights
Act which followed Title VII, which permits bona fide occupational
qualifications in defeating a Title VII or human rights claim. The
Montana equal protection clause was never argued in that case and that
case is back for rehearing. There are no cases that he knows of with
the exception of Korematsu back in 1942 in which a state or federal
government has been able to meet that strict scrutiny test. He believes
it's impossible. In Montana, sex-based insurance rates would clearly
not meet the constitutional challenge. He also cited the Hartford
Accident v. Insurance Commissioner case decided in September by the
Pennsylvania Supreme Court construing a constitutional provision just
like Montana's equal rights amendment which found gender-based auto
insurance rates violate the constitutional provision. He does not
believe you can extricate constitutional considerations from economic
considerations.
Joann Elliott, independent insurance agent, Bozeman, presented written
testimony in opposition to the bills (Exhibit 20). Joan Jonkel, an
attorney in Missoula and President of the Women's Law Section, testified
that a major concern of those who belong to the Section is to combat
discrimination on the basis of sex and to protect and advance women's
rights (Exhibit 21). She urged the committee to vote against any bill

,
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repealing or weakening Montana's gender-free insurance law. Kathy Karp,
representing the Montana League of Women Voters (Exhibit 22). Harriet
Meloy, representing the American Association of University Women (Exhibit 23).
Representative Kelly Addy appeared in opposition to the bills. He
stated he has received a lot of mail regarding these bills. He testified State Farm sent out 92,000 letters to its policyholders saying
you'd better write and save your daughter's insurance premiums from
going up. The letter also contained enclosures. There was almost
$20,000 spent on postage alone, not taking into consideration the cost
of the letters. He stated these are not bills about the costs of
insurance or assessing risk. They are bills about marketing insurance
and, therefore, the ability to establish a price. He testified the
difference between cost and price is called profit, and the letters
State Far mailed out are called investment.
Don Judge, representing the Montana State AFL-CIO (Exhibit 24). Terry
Minnow, representing the Montana Federation of Teachers, rose in opposition to the bills. Kathleen Holden, Attorney, Montana Human Rights
Commission, testified the Commission has some problems with some technicalities in the bills and presented written testimony outlining these
problems (Exhibit 25). JoAnne Peterson, representing the Montana
Education Association (Exhibit 26). Lynn Robson, representing the
Montana Federation of Business and Professional Women, rose to defeat
the bills and support nongender insurance (Exhibit 27).
QUESTIONS FROM THE COMMITTEE: Senator Crippen asked if an actuary would
explain to the committee the rationale why in a group life insurance you
can have group coverage that has identical premiums regardless of sex
and then relate that to how that differs from an actuarial standpoint
when you are talking about purchase of individual life insurance policies.
Daniel Case, Actuary, American Council of Life Insurance, responded to
the question. He explained they do not have employee benefit plans in
which the premiums are the same for males and females. What they have
are employee benefit plans in which the benefits are the same and the
employee contributions are the same. If the employee benefit plan is
insured with an insurer, the insurance company will require the employer
to pay premiums to the insurance company, and those premiums will be
based on the male-female mix of the group. The employer will make up
the difference between the higher costs of insuring males for life
insurance and the lower costs of insuring females. From an insurance
company's point of view, it is able to base its premiums on the costs
which it incurs.
Senator Crippen asked if Mr. Case would explain how life insurance
companies were actuaried. Mr. Case responded individual life insurance
policies are actuarily determined insofar as premiums in relationship to
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the amount of money the company earns on those accumulated premiums.
Mr. Case stated the law of large numbers enters in. If all the insurance company knew about the person applying for insurance was the
person's age, the company, knowing data from the u.S. Population and
Death Records, knowing young people die at a much lower rate than older
people do, would set premiums based on age having a large body of data
indicating that. If the company also knew the sex of the person, then
it could become more refined knowing women live longer than men. If the
company knows the state of health of the person, it would become more
refined. Knowing whether .the person smoked cigarettes or had a hazardous
occupation could also be worked in. Although the company may have
guessed wrong on one individual, it may have guessed wrong the other way
on another, but it makes the best guess it can on each individual. The
better the guess it can make on each individual benefiting them from the
law of large numbers, the more likely it is to come out right. By
eliminating one of the factors, such as sex, the company cannot make as
good guess on the individual. It will have to compensate in some way,
probably by building a little bit of margin into its premium rates,
because it won't know how many will be men and how many will be women,
and chances are its average premiums will go up a bit. The opponents
have claimed that with lower cash values and lower dividends, the women
are actually paying more for their insurance. That is not true when you
take into account the time value of money, which means a cash value paid
20 years from issue is worth less when viewed from the present time than
is a premium paid now and each year over that period. Montana regulations require that in making cost comparisons, the time value of money
be taken into account. The majority of states also require that.
Senator Yellowtail asked if it would be theoretically possible to
construct actuarial tables on the basis of race. Mr. Case responded
affirmatively. Senator Yellowtail then asked Representative Keyser if
that would be right. Representative Keyser responded it has already
been shown here the companies do a better job and offer a better product
if they take into consideration more information. Senator Towe asked
Ms. Walters if she would support for her industry a rate table based on
race. Ms. Walters stated it would violate sound actuarial principles,
as they do not use surrogates for factors that they can deal with
directly. She stated race is not an actuarily sound factor, but sex is,
as it is not a surrogate for something else, such as lifestyle. She
suggested scientific and medical evidence supports her view. Senator
Towe asked if she would change her mind when someone else came along in
10 years and said it is in fact a surrogate for a lifestyle. She
suggested lifestyle differences can explain mortality differences even
prior to birth. Senator Towe asked if a company established as a
practical matter Indians in Montana do not live as long as other nonIndians in Montana and, therefore, they will construct a rate table
based on Indians versus non-Indians, or Lutherans versus Quakers, or
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Blacks versus non-Blacks, or Catholics versus non-Catholics. He asked
if the state of Montana should permit that. Ms. Walters stated she will
not testify as to what the state of Montana should or should not do.
Senator Towe asked if we should permit that, and if not, why should we
permit discrimination based on sex. Ms. Walters did not think a good
case could be made for justifying the use of rating variables or rating
factors which are not based on sound actuarial evidence. She did not
think those factors should be used because they are easy, even though it
may not have any logical or scientific relevance to what you are trying
to measure. Senator Towe asked if he could prove to her that distinction based on sex similarly has no basis in fact, would she change her
mind. Ms. Walters stated that if he could prove to her that eliminating
sex as a rating variable would not seriously diminish the accuracy and
the predictive value of the rating variable, she would say he was right
and she was wrong. Ms. Walters asked what would be their economic
incentive to deliberately and knowingly charge an inappropriate price
with nearly hundres of firms competing. Secondly, she asked if they had
one, could they get away with it if they have every other company that
has a vast body of data trying to identify what the true costs are. She
believes the economic incentive in a competitive market is just the
opposite; it is to drive towards accurate prices.
Senator Crippen asked if a man and a woman were to both pay the same
premiums at the same age, at age 65 with the cash accumulation account,
will they receive the same amount of money per month. Ms. Elliott
responded if it is a unisex policy, yes. Senator Crippen asked actuarily who would live longer at age 65. the man or the woman. No answer
was received. Senator Crippen asked if you go a step further and say
the man and woman at age 65 are going to receive an identical amount of
monthly returns on the identical type of plan for a lO-year life thereafter, wouldn't we have discrimination right there based on time value
of money. which is illegal in our law, because that woman is going to
outlive the man actuarily and the man will die prior to the woman and
not receive the same amount of money. Mr. Butler responded that is a
very good point as to whether it is actuarily fair or unfair. What Ms.
Elliott said is what you pay in, you get back. If you ask if it is
actuarily fair that women have an actuarial chance of outliving men,
then they will have a better chance of getting more money than men if
they have an actuarial payout. He stated that's true on those bases,
but the trouble is those kind of reasons can be used selectively. For
example, in the non-smoker discount, you get a better break on your life
insurance if you are a non-smoker. He asked if anyone were going around
offering it is not actuarilY fair to pay smokers the same pensions as
non-smokers because obviously, actuarily, the non-smokers will live
longer than the smokers. By the same logic of men and women being
actuarily unfair to pay men the same as women, it is actuarily unfair to
pay smokers the same as non-smokers. Senator Crippen stated what he was
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saying is the woman is going to receive more in the long run because we
are completely ignoring the time value of money. Senator Crippen asked
if actuarily women will outlive men. Mr. Butler responded according to
mortality tables, women, taken as a group, all things being equal, have
an average greater longevity than men. Senator Crippen asked how you
can justify paying them the same monthly annuities if that woman is
going to get more in the long run. Mr. Butler responded they do not cut
off men's pensions when they outlive their average lifetimes.
Senator VanValkenburg asked Mr. Loble if Mr. Garrity provided him with
any additional information he did not hand out. Mr. Loble responded no.
Senator VanValkenburg asked if Mr. Garrity addressed the possibility the
court might construe the individual dignity clause as requiring a strict
scrutiny test. Mr. Loble responded no.
CLOSING STATEMENT: Representative Keyser closed by stating this group
of women represents some 3,000 women. He testified the groups these
women belong to may number 3,000, but the total women within these
groups do not support this. They talked about a survey. It's a survey
none of the industry had heard about, and it apparently wasn't done
throughout the state of Montana. But a poll done in 1983 conducted by
Skelly &White on the subject of auto insurance found more than 80% of
American women said it would be unfair to charge young women the same
rates on auto insurance as young men and 64% of the men agreed with them
on this point. Clearly American consumers recognize the economics
dealing with unisex insurance. Representative Keyser reminded the
committee neither the Montana Supreme Court, the U.S. Supreme Court, nor
the U.S. Congress has made this ruling on automobile, health, and life
insurance. He stated if we don't pass one of these bills, the state of
Montana will become the only state in the United States to have a
blanket unisex insurance on all of the insurance in the state of Montana.
The people from out of state who targeted Montana to be the first state
to have this type of insurance will have succeeded, and the majority of
women do not agree with this minority here that got this bill passed
basically on a sexist and feminiist basis and not based on business. He
believes the women are willing to go to the marketplace and decide where
they want to buy insurance.
Representative Ramirez closed by addressing a number of matters. First,
on the constitutionality--Iawyers will have different opinions on that
issue, but the only way to solve it is through the Supreme Court. There
was some discussion about availability of insurance for pregnancy, and
unavailability of insurance for reproductive problems; he believes that
unavailability is addressed in HB 366, and it would be prohibited if
there actually were discrimination going on. If that is a problem, the
committee should deal with that problem but shouldn't deal with something much broader. We talked about race versus actuarial distinctions

r
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made on sex. Representative Ramirez stated his view is you could take
every single factor in the actuarial formula and say the same thing
about it. lIe believes it is a question of policy, but he believes it
will make the system much less precise if you use other factors. The
last thing on an actuary's mind is discrimination. What they are trying
to do is compete. Not using race as a factor was a policy decision.
When those distinctions were made, there was a minority that always came
out on the short end. We are not dealing with a minority here; we are
actually dealing with a majority. We are not dealing with disadvantage,
but more often than not, an advantage. We are trying to take that away
from them in the name of equality, and that is not right. There is no
unfairness in taking sex into account in this situation. He believes
the majority of women want to have their chance in the marketplace just
like everyone else. He thinks unisex is demeaning to women because it
says they are not capable of making this decision in the marketplace.
The comment was made HB 366 is not a repealer, because it does affect a
number of employers. Representative Ramirez stated 85% of the employers
in the state of Montana have less than 19 employees. We are a state of
small businesses with few employees. Representative Ramirez believed
the statistics are distorted and have been presented to justify the
continuation of the unisex law. He believes we should go on our commonsense. All sorts of factors are taken into account in insurance. We
are playing the odds in trying to find an accurate way to charge people
for insurance so they can get the best deal they can get. He did not
doubt the sincerity of all of the people who are advocating that we
continue with the unisex law, but if you set all of the emotions and
political considerations aside, the depth of their belief is simply not
shared by the majority of Montanans, and he does not believe they should
force on us something that is not unfair and something that takes away
the freedom in the marketplace for women. He thinks the equality is in
the ability to go into the marketplace and make our own decisions
without the state telling us what to do.
Hearing on HB 366 and HB 507 was closed.
There being no further business to come before the meeting, the hearing
was closed at 12:25 p.m.
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Anti-female discrimination is still alive and well in our
society.

As a woman in a very non-traditional job, I understand

what unfair discrimination is.
need to change.

There are a lot of areas that

I also understand why insurance has become a

target of groups seeking to end discrimination.
large an unpopular industry.

It is by and

It is an industry which openly and

in an above board manner differentiates between men and women in
rating them according to risk.

On the face of it, insurance is

an easy target for change.
Because anti-female discrimination is painful, and because
it makes us so justifiably angry, the Unisex insurance issue is
extremely emotional.

We need to forgive that of one another and

proceed to define what the problems are -- whether real or only
perceived, and what we need to do about them.
I argue today that the way that the insurance industry
classifies men and women does in no way represent an anti-female
bias.

The way the industry classifies us is according to the risk

we represent.

It is indisputable that men and women represent

different risks.

Women live longer and they drive better.

Making

a law that says that men and women are equal is this area will not
make it so.

Several years ago in Arkansas, a legislator wrote a

bill which, if passed, would make pi

=

3.0 instead of 3.14.

His

reasoning was that 3.0 is a much easier number to work with than
3.14.

The law didn't pass, but if it had, would pi now equal 3.0

in Arkansas and 3.14 everywhere else?

Pi equals 3.14, and no
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amount of lawmaking will change it.

Mavis Walters, Senior Vice

President of Insurance Services Offices and an expert on actuarial
tables, will make a presentation which will thoroughly cover how
and why gender is so important in assigning risk, and how factors
differentiating men and women simply cannot be changed.
By keeping the current Unisex law on the books, you will be
forcing an entire industry to change the way they do business.
While you may feel that the industry will survive this and continue
to continue, there is no way to deny that this will have .an irnmediate and adverse impact·on·the consumer.

Therefore, the real question

is, is the price worth paying for what is only a perceived sense
of equality?

It is not.

Let's talk for just a moment about a

group of women who cannot be here today to speak for themselves.
Not only are they too busy, but they are just too poor and too underprivileged.

In Montana, there are 13,510 female heads of households

with dependent children and no husband.

Sharply in contrast, there

are only 2,852 male heads of households with dependent children and
no wife.

The median income for the men is $16,670.

corne for women is $9,157 per year -- 45% less money.

The median inOf the 13,510

female headed households, 5,483 -- 41% -- live below the poverty
level

of minority women, 51% live below the poverty level --

which is $7,382 for a family of one adult female and three dependent
children.

A catch phrase for this group is "the new poor."

numbers show that this problem is getting even worse.

New

Divorced

women with dependent children are in real trouble, and their children are terribly disadvantaged.

You'll hear a lot of talk today

about annuities and individual pension plans -- these are luxuries
affordable only for middle class and professional women.
-2-
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talking about a group of people who can barely put bread on the
table for their kids.

But the one type of insurance that these

women have to buy is automobile insurance -- it is the law.

In

order to walk out of her house and climb into her car -- to drive
to work, this woman must have automobile insurance.

If you allow

the Unisex law to stay on the books, this woman could get an increase in her automobile insurance rates of $122 - $501 more per
year.

At that point she'll have a choice to make.

buy the food, or pay the increase.

Pay the rent,

Given those choices, she will

elect to drive her car without insurance, thus breaking the law.
If this law becomes effective in its present form, most women in
Montana will have to pay more, not less, for insurance.

The law

as it is written attempts to legislate an equality between the
sexes which does not exist.

Insurance Services _Office and American

Academy of Actuary Statistics are accumulated nationwide over a
long period of time.

These numbers, which we feel pass the test

of any reasonable doubt, indicate that there are meaningful differences between men and women and married and unmarried persons in
the various lines of insurance.
is going to cost women money.

They also indicate that Unisex
It is true that in the health and

disability areas, women's premiums will drop a small amount because
of Unisex.
But let's look at why women pay more now.

Frankly, during the

child bearing years, women are just more complicated than are men.
Under present law, all health insurance policies must cover for
complications of pregnancy, such as caeserean sections and miscarriages.

I have heard it said by our opposition that women cannot

purchase their own policies which cover maternity.

This is not true.

SENATE JUDICIARY COMMITIEE
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If a woman wants a policy with maternity, she can get it.

If she

wants a policy that will cover all methods of birth control, that,
too, can be purchased.
Not only do women need medical care more often because of the
complications of child bearing years, but numbers indicate that
women are more apt to seek medical care if she has a problem than
are men.

This is an example of where the macho mystique may cost

women money but can cost men their lives and health.

Because of

these very real cost factors, health insurance costs more for women
than men.
care.

Very simply, we need more medical and seek more medical

Doesn't it make sense to you that we pay more for medical

insurance?

However, please keep in mind that in the area of life

insurance, the numbers are very simple.

Women live seven to eight

years longer than men, so we pay less for life insurance.

If the

Unisex law stays on the books, Montana women will have to pay anywhere from 10% to 30% more for life insurance.
In 1983, proponents of Unisex said that Montana was ahead of
its time - that we were on the cutting edge of change in passing
such a sweeping law.

This is not so.

In 1983, 11 states,

incl~d-

ing California and the District of Columbia, considered the law
and all rejected it.

In 1984, 13 states and the District of

Columbia, considered the law and all rejected it.
have Unisex automobile insurance laws.

Four states

Two of those states have

considered and rejected any extension of the law to other forms of
insurance -- and in the other two states no bill to extend the
law was introduced at all.
proponents.

Hawaii is an example used by Unisex

They say that the year after Hawaii passed a Unisex

insurance law, insurance rates went down 15%.

What they haven't
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said is that the decrease was a reduction mandated by the state.
The following year there was a 20% increase, and in subsequent
years there were increases for a grand total of 82%.
The most frequent question I have been asked is -- why do you
care?

Why is the insurance industry so excited about all this?

Won't you just pass the costs on to your consumers?

Yes, the

consumers will pay, but so will the free enterprise system.
it to airline deregulation.

Compare

Because I live in Helena, Montana, I

have to pay through the nose to get from here to there.

I'm not

happy about paying all 'that money, but I accept that it represents
costs.

How many half-empty planes are there between Chicago and

New York?
Helena?

Not many.
A lot.

How many are there between Minneapolis and

What deregulation did was allow consumers to stop

subsidizing one another.

Why should they?

In passing a law which forces an industry which is already
heavily regulated to further regulate itself regarding its true costs
of doing business, a step has been taken backwards.

The Unisex in-

surance issue is not just a battle between the insurance industry
and women's rights groups.
and economic issue.

It is an extremely important business

Are you going to force an industry to charge

differently for things than what they really cost?
As I said earlier, yes, women are discriminated against in
a multitude of ways in our society.

It is wrong, and we all need

to work together to fight it wherever we can.

But a Unisex insur-

ance law is absolutely not going to solve any of these very real
problems.

Unisex insurance is a bad law for men, a bad law for

women, and a bad law for business.
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SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT
INSURANCE SERVICES OFFICE

MARCH 14, 1985
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The Montana law scheduled to become effective in October 1985,
would actually require many women to pay considerably more for auto
insurance and life insurance than they do today •
. While this law may be viewed merely in terms of eliminating or
prohibiting discrimination by sex in pensions and insurance and as such
sounds constructive and laudable, its effect is actually destructive
and implausible.

Since this law prohibits insurance companies from

using sex or marital status in determining insurance rates, it means
that insurers must ignore statistically significant differences in
claim and benefit costs between men and women and between single and
married drivers when determining the appropriate premiums that may be
charged.
Clearly, women want and need financial security and a major
element of that financial security is insurance. Today, many women,
particularly young women, pay less for auto insurance than men because
women have fewer accidents than meri, and those accidents are ·less
costly. Today,

wo~en

pay less for life insurance than men because

women live longer than men.
In 1981, the American Academy of Actuaries estimated that women
would pay $700 million more per year for auto insurance each year if
unisex rates were to be required.

A 1985 estimate of the increased bur-

den on young women would be in excess of $850 million countrywide!
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Some specific examples of what that would translate to here in
,i

Montana are as follows:

.

- in Helena a 19 year old single woman might pay between
$31 and $113 per year more;

- a 23 year old single woman driving her car to work
might pay between $58 and $376 more per year;
- in Great Falls a 23 year old single' woman driving to
work might pay between $57 and $330 more!
Since this law also eliminated marital status as a rating variable,
young married men and women will both pay more for their insurance as
well.
Some examples:
- Helena: 23 year old married woman who drove her car to
work will pay between $122 and $501 more per year. A
23 year old married man between $61 and $340 more.

- In Butte, a young family headeci by a 23 year old man would
have to pay $69 to $378 more for their auto insurance if
they had one car and as much as $206 to $936 more if they
had two cars.
I believe that this aspect of the Montana law has been largely overlooked or ignored.

It doesn1t appear that there is a widespread recogni-

tion of the significant economic burden which will be placed-upon young
families if the current legislation is allowed to go into effect.
A set of exhibits displaying the changes in auto rates for 5
different classes in 6 territories in Montana is attached to my statement.
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Most consumers believe that increases of this magnitude would be
unfair.

In fact, a 1983 poll conducted by Yanke10vich, Skelly and White

.

on the subject of auto insurance found that more than 80% of Ameri can
women say it would be unfair to charge young women the same rates for
auto insurance as young men and 64% of the men agree with them on this
point.

Clearly American consumers recognize the economic inequity of

unisex proposals.
Some people who sup-port the unisex idea claim that the reason
women have fewer auto accidents than men is that women drive fewer
miles. Thus, they argue that if only insurers were to use miles
driven rather than sex in determining auto insurance premiums, then
women on the average would pay no more and might even pay less than
they do today. That argument has become one of the myths surrounding
this issue.
Yes, it is true that women do drive fewer miles than men on the
average.

But as many consumers know, mileage is already considered

in determining insurance rates.

More importantly, and directly to

the point of the argument, miles driven do not explain why women have
lower risk of auto accidents.

If it did, then men and women who

drove the same number of miles would have the same probability of
having an accident.

But that is not the case.

Rather, consistently,

in every single mileage category, women have a statistically significant lower accident rate than men who drive the same number of miles.
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The fact is that unisex insurance rates would force young, low
risk female drivers to subsidize high risk young male drivers.
Here in Montana, the 1aw schedul ed to. take effect in October
would force young women, single and married,and young married men, all
to pay more than their fair share.

The beneficiaries of this law

would be the highest risk drivers on the road - young single men whose
rates would be reduced!
Despite all the rhetoric to the contrary, women benefit under
today·s insurance system, one in which prices are based on costs, not
social judgments. Women today pay lower insurance prices and consumers
shoul d be aware of that fact.
Insurers are opposed to the idea of unisex insurance rates.
Why- - Because it violates the basic economic principle upon which all
pricing relies, that is pricing according to costs. This means, very
l

simply, that those who contri,bute hi gher costs to the insurance system
should pay higher premiums and those with lower costs should pay
lower premiums.

We be1.ieve that this provides a balanced system which

is truly fair to all consumers, men and women alike.
system is socially as well as economically neutral.

I believe such a
Prices based on

costs do not involve social judgments or sexual stereotypes.
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Neither an act of Congress, a state law, nor an administrative regulation mandating that prices be made equal can change
the underlying costs.

Laws and regulations cannot change the fact

that women outlive men any more than it can change the fact that
young men have almost twice as many auto accidents as young women.
Thus, the costs will continue to be different regardless of the
law and regardless of the prices.
The question then is whether those with the lower costs will
object to paying higher prices while those with the higher costs
get to pay less than their fair share.
The advocates of unisex rates claim that this is a civil
rights issue and that it should be supported on those grounds.

We

disagree. The use of sex as a rating variable results in lower
rates in auto and life insurance for precisely that group whose
rights are supposedly being violated.

It is difficult to understand

how raising women's insurance rates can advance the cause of women's
ri ghts.
Traditional civil rights legislation has been necessary to
provide a disadvantaged group access to certain fl.:mdamental rights in
areas of employment, education, credit, housing, public accommodations,
transportation, voting, recreation and athletics that had been denied
to them because of their membership in the particular group.

Women
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are not being denied access to insurance today nor are they disadvantaged by having to pay less for auto and life insurance than
men.
To repeat, we believe this is an economic issue and not a
civil rights question. We believe that all policyholders are
treated fairly and equitably when each is charged a premium that
most accurately reflects his or her own expected costs.

In order

to do that, insurers do consider whether the consumer is a man or
a woman, as well as a whole host of other factors.

In auto in-

surance, for example, we also consider the age of the driver and
his or her actual driving experience, i.e. number of accidents and
convictions; geographical area where the car is garaged; the make
and model of the car and the manner in which the automobile is
customarily used, i.e. commute to work or just for pleasure.
Each one of these factors is important and helps us to .
determine the most appropriate premium to reflect the individual
characteristics.

By this means, those with a lower liklihood of

auto accidents are charged lower prices while those with a higher
risk are charged higher prices.
Young women are less likely to have an auto accident than
young men and are entitled to pay lower auto insurance premiums
because of it.
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Women have a longer 1ife expectancy than men and are entitled
to be charged lower life insurance rates because of that.
Insurers want to continue to be able to provide these more
favorable rates to women and to young married male drivers!!
The current Montana law unless repealed or changed will prevent us
from doing so.
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Sex and Marital Status (MS) on
Automobile Insurance Premiums*
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Company A
Company B
Company C

Premium as of 7/1/84
$ 534
507
557

Unisex/MS
$ 656
536
692

Company D

787

877

A
B
C
D

Premium as of 7/1/84
534
379
487
674

Unisex/MS
597
450
865
809

Di fference
+ 63
+ 71
+378
+135

Compariy
Company
Company
Company

A
B
C
D

Premium as of 7/1/84
386
336
346
539

Unisex/MS
597
450
865
809

Difference
+211
+114
+519
+270

Company
Company
Company
Company

A
B
C
D

Premium as of 7/1/84
929
621
961
1057

Unisex/MS
597
450
865
809

Difference
-332
-171
- 96
-248

Company A
Company B
I Company C
Company D
*Annual premiums rounded to the

Premium as of 7/1/84
435
393
516
697
nearest whole dollar.

Unisex/MS
597
450
865
809

Di fference
+162
+ 57
+349
+112

Single Female
(19 year 01 d
occasional driver)

Company
Company
Company
Company

Single Female
(23 year old
principal operator)

Married Female
(23 year old
principal operator)

Single Male
(23 year old
principal driver)

Married Male
(23 year old
principal driver)

I

Di fference
$+122
+ 29
+135
+ 90

·-

Effect of the Elimination of
Sex and Marital Status (MS) on
Automobile Insurance Premiums*
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Married Female
(23 year old
. principal operator)
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Difference
$+125
+ 35
+144
+77

A
B
C
D

Premium as of 7/1/84 Unisex/MS
548
612
454
540
507
918
586
702

Di fference
+ 64
+ 86
+411
+116

Company A
Company B
Company C

Premium as of 7/1/84 Unisex/MS
396
612
403
540
360
918

Difference
+216
+137
+558

Company D

I

DATE

A
B
C
D

Company
Company
Company
Company

Single Female
(23 year old
principal operator)

EXHIBIT NO._--=;).~_ __

Premium as of 7/1/84 Unisex/MS
$ 548
$ 673
608
643
581
725
683
760

Company
Company
Company
Company

Single Female
(19 year old
occasional driver)

Single Male
(23 year 01 d
principal driver)
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Company
Company
Company
Company

A
B
C
D

470

702

Premium as of 7/1/84 Unisex/MS
953
612
54Cl
746
1020
918
702
915

Premium as of 7/1/84
447
471
540
605

Company A
l.,~arri ed Male
Company B
(23 year old
principal driver)
I Company C
Company D
*Annua1 premiums rounded to the nearest whole dollar.

Unisex/MS
612
540
918
702

I

,

+232

Difference
-341
-206
-102
-213

Difference
+165
+ 69
+378
+ 97

I

I
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Premium as of 7/1/84
Single Female
(19 year old
occasional driver)

Single Male
(23 year old
principal driver)

Married Male
(23 year ohi
principal driver)
,."
J

A
B
C
0

Premium as of 7/1/84
491
386
465
586

UnisexlMS
548
459
795
702

Difference
+ 57
+ 73
+330
+116

A
B
C
0

Premium as of 7/1/84
355
343
330
470

Unisex/MS
548
459
795
702

Di fference
+193
+116
+465
+232

Unisex/MS
548
459
795
702

Di fference

A
B
C
0

Premium as of 7/1/84
852
634
884
915

Company A

Premium as of 7/1/84
400

Unisex/MS
548

Difference
+148

459
795
702

+ 58
+305
+ 97

Company
Company
Company
Company_

I

Unisex/MS

656
760

Company
Company
Company
Company

Married Female
(23 year old
principal operator)

03/'1 gs
If(; 3{gk ~ 567
Difference
$+111
+ 29
+11'6
+77

Company
Company
Company
Company

Single Female
(23 year old
principal operator)
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Company
Company
Company
Company

A
B
C
D

$ 491
517
530
683

Company B
401
I Company C
490
Company D
605
*Annual premiums rounded to the nearest whole dollar.

-.t 602
546

'.

-304

-175
- 89
-213

...
MONTANA . .
Effect of. the Elimination of
Sex and Marital Status (MS) on
Automobile Insurance Premiums*

. He lena

[
, Single Female
(19 year old
occasional driver)

Company
Company
Company
Company

:

A
B
C
D

Premium as of 7/1/84
$ 498
542
528
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Unisex/MS
$611
573
656

Difference
$+113
+ 31
+128
+77

683

7Fin

Unisex/MS

A
B
C
D

Premium as of 7/1i84
498
405
463
586

Unisex/MS

Company A
Company B
Companv'C
Company D

Premium as of 7/1/84
360
359
329
470

481
830
702

Difference
+196
+122
+501
+232

A
B
C
0

. Premium as of 7/1/84
865
664
923
915

Unisex/MS
556
481
830
702

Di fference
-309
-183
- 93
-213

Company A
Company B
I Company C
Company 0
*Annua1 premiums rounded to the

Premium as of 7/1/84
406
420
490
605
nearest whole dollar.

Unisex/MS
556
481
830
702

Difference
+150
+ 61
+340
+ 97

Single Female
23 year old
principal operator)

Comoany
Company
Company
Company

. Married Female
(23 year old
principal operator)

556

481
830
702

556

Difference
+ 58
+ 76
+367
+116

,
I

,

Single Male
(23 year old
principal driver)

Married Male
(23 year old
principal driver)

I

Company
Company
Company
Company

~

.

r

Eastern Counties

Single Female
(19 year old
occasional driver)

Single Female
(23 year old
principal operator)

Married Female
(23 year old
principal operator)

Single Male
(23 year old
principal driver)

Sd~ATE
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Effect of the Elimination of
Sex and Marital Status (MS) on
Automobile Insurance Premiums*

Company
Company
Company
Company

Comp,any
Company
Company
Company

Company
Company
Company_
Company

Company
Company
Company
Company
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A
B
C
0

Premium as of 7/1/84
$ 512
523
553
778

Unisex/MS
$ 629
552
666
867

Oifference
$+117
+ 29
+113
+ 89

A
B
C
0

Premium as of 7/1/84 ' Unisex/MS
512
572
390
464
493
798
667 .
801

Oi fferencE
+ 60
+ 74
+305
+134

A
B
C
0

Premium as of 7/1/84
370
346
349
534

Unisex/MS
572
464
798
' 801

Oifferenc
+202
+118
+449
+267

Premium as of 7/1/84

Unisex/MS
572
464
798
801

Oifferen(
-319
-176
' -~89
-244

Unisex/MS
572
464
798
801

Oifferen(
+154
+ 59
+279
+112

A
B
C
0

891

640
887
1045

Premium as of 7/1/84
Married Male
Company A
418
(23 year old
Company B
405
principal driver)
519
I Company C
Company 0
689
*Annual premiums rounded to the nearest whole dollar.
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Premium as of 7/1/84
$ 475
563
546
765

Unisex/MS
$ 583
594
660
852

Oifference'$+108
+ 31
+114
+ 87

Premium as of 7/1/84
475
420
486

Un;sex/MS
531
499
805

Difference
+ 56
+ 79
+319

656

787

Premium as of 7/1/84
344
373
344
525

Unisex/MS
531
499
805

Premium as of 7/1/84
826
690
894
1021

Un;sex/MS
531
499
805
787

Difference
-295
-191
- 89
-240

Premium as of 7/1/84
Company A
Married Male
388
(23 year old
Company B
436
principal driver)
515
i Company C
678
Company D
*Annual premiums rounded to the nearest whole dollar.

Unisex/MS
531
499
805
787

Difference
+143
+ 63
+290
~
+109

Company
Company
Company
Company

Single Female
(19 year old
occasional driver)

A
B
C
D

Company A
Company B
Company C

Single Female
(23 year old
.
principal operator)

Comoany 0

Company
Comj2any
ComQany
Comoanv

Married Female
(23 year old
principal operator)

Single Male
(23 year old
principal driver)

!

A
B
C
0

Company A
Company B
Company C
Comoanv D

787

+131

Difference
+187
+126
+461

...

+1'61'

..

EXAMPLES
1.

Single female - 19 Years Old
Experienced Operator
Occasional Use
No SOIP Points
No Driver Training
No Good Student
No Multi-Car Discount
Car - 1982 Chevy Citation
Coverage - BI/PO
Med Pay(PIP)
U.M.
Camp.
Call ision

50/100/25

$2000 Basic
Basic Limit
$50 Deductible
$200 Deductible

2.

Single Female - 23 Years Old
Principal Operator
Drive to and from work less
than 15 miles
All other characteristics the same as Example 1.

3.

Married Female - 23 Years Old
Principal Operator
All other characteristics the same as Example 2.

4.

5.

Single Male

- 23 Years Old
Principal Operator
All other characteristics the same as Example 2.

. Married Male - 23 Years Old
Principal Operator
All other characteristics the same as Example 2.
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CONSTITUTIONAL ISSUES
Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee, my name is Lester H.
Loble, II.

I represent the American Council of Life Insurance.

Throughout the debates on HB 507 and HB 366 there has been a
great deal of talk about the supposed constitutional mandate
which requires a Montana unisex law.
have been written on this subject.

Not so.

Two legal opinions

One by Mr. Donald A. Garrity,

a Helena attorney, and ,the other by Mr. Greg Petesch, one of the
Legislature's staff attorneys.

Both concluded there was no such

mandate.
Following passage of the unisex law last session, my client
and others wanted an answer to the question "Does Article II,
Section 4 of the Montana Constitution mandate unisex treatment in
insurance matters?"

If the answer was "yes", then it would be

useless to mount an expensive and time-consuming campaign either
to repeal or modify Montana's unisex statute.
Garrity was hired to answer the question.

Accordingly, Mr.

He was specifically

instructed that his charge was not to write an advocacy brief on
our behalf.

Rather, he was to do the legal research and render

an opinion which would guide my client and others in their
decision whether to pursue repeal as provided in House Bill 507
or modifications as provided in House Bill 366.
Attached to my remarks are both Mr. Garrity's opinion and
Mr. Petesch's opinion.

Mr. Garrity concludes that classifica-

tions based on sex are not prohibited if there is a rational
basis for such classifications.

Page 12.
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This opinion was submitted to the Joint Interim Subcommittee
No.3.

Not content with that opinion, the Subcommittee asked Mr.

Petesch to determine (1) whether the enactment of the unisex law
was mandatory and (2) whether the repeal of the unisex law would
make the current practice of considering gender in insurance
classifications unconstitutional (page 14-15).

As Mr. Petesch

says on page 19 enactment of the unisex law was not mandatory.
As he says on page 26

~he

use of gender in setting insurance

rates would be permissible if the unisex law were repealed.
There is little doubt about the soundness of these two
decisions.

The Montana Supreme Court cases are clear.

For

example, take the case of In the Matter of the Will of Cram, 186
Mont. 37.

Mr. Cram's will set up a trust for boys only.

The

Supreme Court found that Mr. Cram's scholarship trust indeed
discriminated on the basis of sex, but that private
discriminatory conduct is permitted.
The next case of importance, which is a case so recent that
neither Mr. Garrity nor Mr. Petesch could discuss it, is Stone v.
Belgrade School District No. 44, 41 St.Rep. 2436 (December 28,
1984).

In that case the Belgrade School District decided that it

wished to hire a female counsellor.

It had a male counsellor.

The School District decided it would not consider males for the
position.

Female students had indicated they would not visit a

male counsellor in some situations because of embarrassment or
inhibitions.
eration.

The plaintiff, Mr. Stone, was excluded from consid-

The court held that an employer could discriminate on

the basis of gender when the reasonable demands of the position
SENATE JUDICIARY COMMITTEE

NO._---'~~_ _ __
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require sex discrimination.

The court affirmed the District

Court, which had overruled the Human Rights Commission.
Finally, attached to these remarks at pages 27-28 are copies
of the Human Rights statutes.

Note that in every case in which

discrimination is addressed

employment, public accommodations,

housing, finance and credit transactions, education -distinctions based upon reasonable demands of the position or
upon bonafide occupational qualifications or upon reasonable
grounds, are permitted.

Only the statute pertaining to

discrimination in insurance and retirement plans fails to contain
such a qualification.

It is interesting to note, furthermore,

that 49-3-103, MCA, page 29, explicitly permits an employer to
recognize the terms of "any bonafide employee benefit plan, such
as a retirement, pension, or insurance plan".
If the Montana Constitution mandates the unisex law and
permits no reasonable distinctions based on sex, as has been
argued, then all the discrimination laws which permit distinctions based upon reasonable demands, reasonable grounds, occupational qualifications, etc., are unconstitutional.

The cases

discussed by Mr. Garrity, Mr. Petesch and herein demonstrate that
this absurd conclusion is not the case.
Thank you.
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Mr. GI enn Drake,
Pat Melby
From:

Mr.

A. GARRITY
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Les ter LobI e,

Mr.

Bob James and Mr.

Donald A. Garrity

Subject: The Validity of Gender Based Insurance Classifications
Under Article II, Section 4, of the Montana Constitution
August 29, 1984

Date:

1983 Montana

The

"It

that:

financial
basis of
any

an

unlawful

institution

or

legislation providing

discriminatory

practice

person to discriminate

for

any

solely on

the

sex or marital status in the issuance or operation of

type

pension

is

Legislature enacted

of
or

insurance
retirement

discrimination
benefits."

in

policy,
plan,

regard

Chapter

531,

to

plan,

or

coverage

or

program,

or

coverage,

in

any

including"

rates or prer:tiums and payments of

Laws

of

1983,

Montana,

codified

as

You wi sh

to

provi sions

of

Section 49-2-309, MeA.
The
know

if

Article

validity of
such
11,

a

this

legislation

prohi bi t i on

Section

4,

of

is

is assumed.

mandated

the

Montana

by

the

Constitution,

states:
Individual Dignity.
The dignity of the human
being is inviolable.
No person shall be denied the
equal protection of the laws.
Nei ther the State nor
any person,
firm,
corporation or institution sharI
discriminate against any person in the exercise of his
civil or political rights on account of race', color,
sex, culture, social origin or condition, or political
or-religious ideas.
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which

5
provision

This

is

unique

among

the

sixteen

State

constitutions which prohibit discrimination on the basis of sex
in

that

it

is

discrimination
Simi larly,

the

the

only

by

individuals

proposed

one

which

Equal

explicitly

and

prohibits

associations. l

private

Rights

Amendment

such

to

the

Federal

Constitution by its terms applies only to government. 2
The

language

clearly

seems

persons

and

of

to

the

Montana

prohibit

sexual

associations.

Justice Traynor has

But,

said,

Individual

discrimination
as

not always as plain as they seem."3

1980

when

established
Farmers of

it
a

construed
trust

ages of 14 and
born parents.

18,

the

provision

by

private

California

Chief

like plain people,

are

Our Supreme Court had the

reach of Article II,

the

for

America or

former

"Plain words,

opportunity to construe the

Dignity

will

of

a

payments

to

members

Section 4,

sheep

rancher
of

the

in

which
Future

4-H Club who were boys between the

Montana residents,

and children of

In the Matter of the Will of Cram,

A~erican

186 Mont.

37,

606 P.2d 145 (1980).
1
The
other
fifteen
states
are
Alaska,
Colorado,
Connecticut,
Hawaii,
Illinois,
Maryland,
Massachusetts,
New
Hampshire, New Mexico, Pennsylvania,
Texas,
Utah, Virginia,
\~ashington and Wyoming.
The text of the various provisions is
set forth in Annotation, Construction and Application of State
Equal Rights Amendments Forbidding Determination of Rights
Based on Sex, 90 A.L.R.3d, 164-65.
2 That proposed amendment reads:
"Equali ty of rights under
the law shall not be denied or abridged by the United States or
by any State on account of sex."
H.J .Res. 208, 92d Congress,
2d Session (1972).
3 Traynor, No Magic Words Could Do It Justice,
Rev. 615, 618 (1961).

49 Cal.

L.
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of

A female

member of

the

set

age

by

unconstitutionally
Supreme

Court

basis of

cases

the

but

Montana's

invol v i ng
to

Amendment

trust,

trust

on

did

in

the

the

Equal

of

provision

private

club,

even

liquor,

could

refuse

163

*

as

The

on

the

licensed

serve

did

discussed

not
only

the Fourteenth

That

prOhibiting
See,

not

clause

has

discrimination

e.g., Moose Lodge No.

in which it was held that a

(l972),

though
to

but

.lon.
Const 1.
tut

interpreted

407 U.S.

the Court

as

-

sex.

discriminate

Protection Clause of

Fd
e era 1

been

Irvis,

provisions

basis

indeed

only when there is "State action."
107 v.

its

its analysis

Constitutional

the

consistently

challenged

who was

that private discriminatory conduct was

Unfortunately,

prohibited.
mention

the

discriminatory

held

sex,

the Future Farmers of America,

by

blacks

the

State

without

to

serve

violating

the

Equal Protection Clause.
In the
the

Mon·tana

Montana's
traditional

many

cases

Supreme
1972

involving

Court

has

Article
decided

Constitution,

Federal

Equal

it

II,
since

has

Protection

Section 4,
the

which

adoption

consistently
analysis,

of

used

allowing

discriminatory government action when it is based on a rational

'* H0"'" e

\Je of'.J

t k e b(' t e ~ s

c... .,.t: di4
(OW\s .... : ~'-.....·o.,,&,

tke

5"

D.""~\4c.

~ ro

VI

w" t ~

ed

:n0l'\+uu:r

~ , 0
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wi 11

case

squarely presented our Supreme Court wi th a quest ion

sexual

discrimination

Craig,

169

Hont.

of

defining

the

only

lI'.ales

violated

having

this

sexual

545

Section because

intercourse

wi thout

P.2d

II,

There a male convicted of rape argued that the statute
offense

150,

Article

(1975).

"the

v.

adoption

4,

females.

State

the

Section

to

is

since

649

it applied

consent

wi th

The Court indicated that because historically and now

vast

majority"

of

sexual

attacks

have

been by

men

upon

women, the classification was reasonable.
Thus,
to date,
11,

it

appears

the Montana

Supreme Court,

at

least

has effectively read out the last sentence of Article

Section 4,

protection of
stated

that

that

and confined its
the laws.

it

was

scope to the traditional equal

The committee report on this provision

intended

to

eradicate

"public and private

4 See, e.g., McMillan v. McKee & Co., 166 Mont. 400, 533
P.2d
1095
(1975)
(granting attorneys'
fees
to successful
workers' compensation claimants but not to successful defending
insurers does not violate equal protection): State v. Jack, 167
Nibt, 456, 539 P.2d 726 (1975) (requiring non-resident hunters
to be
accompanied by licensed guide
invalid because
not
supported by rational basis): State v. Craig, 169 Mont. 150,
545 P.2d 649 (1976) (statute prohibiting sexual intercourse
without consent only by males does not offend Article II,
Section 4):
State v. Gafford, 172 Mont. 380, 563 P.2d 1129
(1977)
(statutory
discrimination
against
ex-felons
is
reasonable and does not violate Montana's equal protection
provisions): Emery v. State, 177 Mont. 73,580 P.2d 445 (1978)
(permissible to deny voting rights to inmates of state prison);
McLansthan
v.
Smi th,
186 Mont.
56,
606 P. 2d 507
(1979)
(difference in treatment of claimants with dependents under
workers' compensation law valid because supported by a rational
basis); Ti co Cor oration v. Cit
of Billin s,
Mont.
,
624 P.2d 10 4
1982
Clty ordlnance prohlbiting residential
solicitors but exempting local merchants invalid because not
supported by rational basis): Cber? v. City of Billings, _
Mont.
674 P.2d 494 (1983
(statute prohibiting lie
detector tests for employees except employees of public law
enforcement agencies denies equal protection to law enforcement
er.1ployees).
-4-
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discriminations
origin
also

or

that

not

the

the

or

as

ideas

culture,

religious
Equal

much

committee
that

sex,

Rights

report

it was not

permi t

It

Amendment
as

this

qualified

the

their intent

that

on

persons

social

ideas."S

protection

discrimination

against

rei ig ious

or

Federal

provide

somewhat by noting

pol i tical

color,

political

proposed

However,

prohibition

the

race,

or

explicitly

provision." G
language

on

condition,

noted

"would

based

the

who

basis

of

supported

the

right to work in principle to avoid union membership.7
The Convention debate on

this provision is more confusing.

Delegate Habedank moved to delete the words "any person,
corporation,

or

institution,"

saying

that he

was

a

firm,

member

of

the Sons of Norway which, he feared, would not be able to limit
its membership under this provision. 8
Delegate

Dahood

responded

that

the

section

was

only

intended to cover discrimination in "matters that are public or
matters that tend to be somewhat quasi-pubiic.
a

With respect to

religious organization, with respect to the Sons of Norway or

the Sons of Scandinavia,

of course,

there would necessarily be

qualifications that an individual would have to meet before he
would

be

admi t ted

organization

is

5 Proceedings
Vol. II, P. 628.

to

membership.

certainly

not

That

within

the

type

of

intendment

private
of

the

of

the

Montana

Constitutional

Convention,

8 Proceedings of
Vol. V., pp. 1642-43.

the

Montana

Constitutional Convention,
SENATE JUDICIARY COMMITIEE
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7 Ibid.
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(

committee

in

submitting

Section

4."9

He

also

answered

a

question from another delegate concerning the right of women to
II

join strictly men's organizations by saying,
not

qualifications,
within

There

intent.

our

the

certain

term

of

are

certain

matters,

legitimate

realm of

• no,

that

discrimination

that is
certain

might

that

are

fall
not

Anything that falls within

common sense--I think you've indicated situations

common

where

•

requirements,

suppose,

I

covered by this particular section.
the

•

would

sense

have

to

indicate

that

the

qualifications that would be set for membership are proper, and
in those circumstances I would not expect Section 4 to have any
effect." lO
The one exchange
Supreme

Court's

in

the debate which seems to justi fy the

reading

equal protection clause

of
is

Loendorf stated:

Dahood.

this

provision

law'

would

really be

a

traditional

that between delegates Loendorf and
"

. . . it's

my understanding that

• everything you have after the word
the

as

'equal protection of

subsumed in that

first

provision and

everything you've said after that would really be unnecessary

"

Dahood replied that Loendorf was correct but defended

the additional wording as "the sermon that can be given by the
Constitution, as well as the right, • •

"12

9 Id. at 1643.
10 Id. at 1644.
11 Id. at 1643.

12 Ibid.
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It was after

firm,

person,

"any

words

this discussion that

the motion to delete the

corporation

or

institution"

was

defeated. 13
Conceivably,
relied
equal

upon

to

it is this history which the Supreme Court has
interpret

protection clause

Article

not

II,

Section

applicable

4,

to private

as

a

simple

persons

and

allowing discrimination based on reasonable classifications.
Had

it

construing
Supreme

chosen
this

Court

statute or

a

of

our

its

reasons

Constitution,

relied

on

such

in

If

Democrats

in their caucuses,

could

a

manner

Section

not

4 were

limit
bar

for

the

as

to

literally

so

Montana

the principle

state constitutional provision must,

religious body could not

males,

articulate

also have

constitutionality.14
a

fully

section

might

construed

be

to

that

a

if possible,
uphold

its

interpreted,

its priesthood or ministry to
Republicans

from

"

participating

atheists would be entitled to participate in

private religious services and the Sons of Norway, Daughters of
the

American

Revolution,

et

al.,

would

cease

to

exist

as

13 Id. at 1645-46.
14 North Central Services, Inc., v. Hafdahl,
Mont.
,
625 P.2d 56 (1981): Harrison v. City of MissOUla, 146 MOnt.
420, 407 P.2d 703 (1965); City of Philipsburg v. Porter, 121
Mont. 88, 190 P. 2d 676 (1948).
The same rules of construct ion
apply
to
constitutional
provlslons as apply to statutes.
Keller v. Smith, 170 Mont. 399, 553 P.2d 1002 (1976).
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II
distinctive
,

organizations.

At

least

some

of

these

results

would clearly violate the United States Constitution. IS
Another

alternative

Section

of

interpretation
interpretation

of

rationale

the

words

the debate on this section,

for

our

would

4

"civil

or

Supreme

be

a

Court's

restrictive

political

rights."

In

it was stated that civil rights are

"things that the Legislature has to deal with"16 and that "at
this

time

in

American

we

[do

not]

have

an

all-inclusive

definition of civil rights." 17
Montana's
or

privilege

vested

by

process,
few.

Supreme
vested

the

Court has
in a

such

as

freedom

as

"any power

There are
of

rights

religion,

trial by jury, and the right to vote,

due

to name a

Section 4 of Article II, liKe the Equal Protection Clause

of the Federal Constitution,
all

"right"

person by law. ,,18

constitution,

bail,

defined

persons

must

circumstances,l~

different

rest

but

it

merely provides that the rights of

upon

the

same

rule

does

not

require

under

things

similar

which

are

in fact to be treated in law as though they were the

same. 20
15
See,
e.g.,
Serbian
Eastern
Orthodox
Diocese
v.
Milivojevich, 426 U.S. 696 (1976) holding that churches are
free to establish their own rules for internal governr.;ent and
the State may not interfere.
16 Proceedings
Vol. V, P. 1644.

of

the

Montana

Constitutional

Convention,

17 Ibid.
18 Wa-3dell
278 (1927).

v.

School

19 Louisville Gas
(1928) •

"

District No.3,
Electric Co.

v.

79 Mont.

432,

257 P.

Coler:lan, 277 U.S. 32
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As

1

stated at

49-2-309,
on sex,

MCA,

the outset of this paper,

which prohibi ts different

ones. 2l

in

life expectancy between the

drivers,

sexes are

real

(under 25) male and female

as well as between married persons under 25 and young
persons. 22

basis for

prohibiited

prohibition
risks

These

differences

constitute

a

rational

classification by sex and marital status and thus are
by

against

of

Article

Similarly,

Constitution.

or

But

There is also apparently a real difference between the

automobile accident records of young

not

insurance rates based

was within the power of the legislature to enact.

the differences

single

1 assume Section

the

II,

Section

they would

4,

not

offend

"unfair discrimination

same

class"

contained

of

in

the
the

between

Montana
statutory

individuals

Section

33-18-210,

MCA.23
In summary,
the

Montana

purely

it is my opinion that Article 11, Section 4, of

Constitution

private

applies

discrimination,

only

and

to

that

"state

classifications

on sex are not prohibited thereby if there is a
for

such

classifications.

Whi Ie

I

action,"

do

not

-

not

based

rational basis
believe

the

21 The average white male born in 1980 had a life
expectancy of 70.7 years while the average white female born in
that year had a life expectancy of 78.1 years.
A white male
who was 35 in 1980 had a life expectancy of an additional 38.6
years while a
35 year old white female could expect an
additional 44.9 years of life.
1984 Statistical Abstract of
the United States.
See also: Note, Sex Discrimination and Sex
Based Mor tal i ty Tables, 53 Boston Uni versi ty Law Review 624
(1973).
22 Florida De It of Insurance v. Insurance Services Office,
434 So.2d
908
Fla.
1983;
Insurance Services Office v.
Commissioner of Insurance, 381 So.2d 515 (La. 1979).
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13
regu1at ion

of

discriminatory
question

insurance companies
acts

into

"state

by

the

State converts

action, ,,24

is unnecessary since the State

resolution

their

of

that

itself is free to make

such classifications on a rational basis. 25
In

answer

provi sions

of

to

your

Chapter

question,

it

is

531,

of

Hontana,

Laws

my

opinion
1983,

that

the

are

not

required by Article II, Section 4, of the Montana Constitution.

24 Life Insurance Co. of North America v. Reichardt, 591
F.2d 499 (9th cir. 1979) and Mur h
v. Harle sville Mutual
Insurance Co., 282 Pa. Super. 244, 422 A.2d 1097
so hold.
25 As an employer subject to the Federal Equal Employment
Opportunities Act, Montana may not discriminate in the terms of
pension plans for its employees on the basis of sex, in spite
of the difference in longevity between men and women.
42
U.S.C. §2000e-2: Los An eles De 't. of Water and Power v.
Manhart, 435 u.S. 702
1978: Arizona Governing Committee v.
Norris,
U.S.
, 77 L.Ed.2d 1236, 103 S. Ct. 3492 (1983).
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October 29, 1984
TO:

Joint Interim Subconmittee No. 3

FROM:

Greg Petesch, Staff Attorney

RE:

Gender-Based Insurance Classifications

J1~

Section 49-2-309, MeA, enacted by Chapter 531, Laws of
1983, provides:
49-2-309. Discrimination in insurance and
retirement plans.
(1) It is an unlawful
discriminatory practice for any financial
institution or person to discriminate solely
on the basis of sex or marital status in the
issuance or operation of any type of
insurance policy, plan, or coverage or in any
pension or retirement plan, program, or
coverage, including discrimination in regard
to rates or premiums and payments or
benefits.
(2) This section does not apply to any
insurance policy, plan, cover~ge, or any
pension or retirement plan, program, or
coverage in effect prior to October I, 1985.

-

You have asked me to investigate two issues:
(1)
whether enactment of this legislation was mandatory in
light of Article II, section 4, of the Montana
Constitution;
and
(2)
whether
repeal
of
this
legislation would make the current practice of
SENATE JUDICIARY COMMITTEE
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gender
considering
unconstitutional.
Article II,
provides:

section

in

4,

insurance

classifications

of the Montana Constitution

Section
4.
Individual
dignity.
The
dignity of the human bein9 is inviolable. No
person shall be denied the equal protection
of the laws.
Neither the state nor any
person, firm, corporation, or institution
shall discriminate against any person in the
exercise of his civil or political ri9hts on
account of race, color, sex, culture, social
ori9in or condition,
or
political
or
reli9ious ideas.
Montana's is the only equal ri9hts amendment which
specifically prohibits discrimination by any person,
firm, corporation, or institution, i.e., private
.
..
.
1
d :Lscr:Lm:Lnat:Lon.
The Bill of Ri9hts Committee of the Constitutional
Convention stated
in
its conuni ttee report the
followin9:
COMMENTS
The committee unanimously adopted this
section with the intent of providing a
Constitutional im etus for the eradication of
pu :LC and pr:Lvate :Lscr:Lm:Lnat:Lons ase on
race, color, sex, culture, social ori9in or
condition, or political or reli9ious ideas.
The provision, quite similar to that of the
Puerto Rico declaration of ri9htS is aimed at
prohibiting private as well as public discriminations l.n civil and pol i tical rights.

lConstruction and Application of State Equal
Rights Amendments Forbiddin9 Determination of Rights
Based on Sex, 90 A.L.R. 3d, 164-65.
SENATE JUDICIARY COMMITTEE
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Considerable
testimony
was
heard
concerning the need to include lex in any
e ual
rotection or freedom from discrimlnatlon rrovlslons.
T e commlttee e t that
such inc usion was eminently proper and saw
no reason for the state to wait for the
ado tion
of
the
federal
E uai
Ri hts
Amendment,
an amen ment WhlC
wou
not
explicitly provide as much protection as this
provision.
The
word
cul ture
was
incorporated
specifically to cover groups whose cultural
base is distinct from mainstream Montana,
especially the American Indians.
wSocial
origin or condition- was included to cover
discriminations based on status of income and
standard of living.
Some fears were expressed that the
wording wpolitical or religious ideas" would
permit persons who supported right to work in
principle to avoid union membership. Such is
certainly not the intent of the coromi ttee.
The wording was incorporated to prohibit
public and private concerns discriminating
against persons because of their political or
religious belief~.
The wording of this section was derived
almost verbatim from Delegate Proposal No.
61.
The committee felt that this proposal
incorporated all the features of all the
Delegate Proposals (No.'s 10, 32, 50 and 51)
on the subjects of equal protection of the
laws and the freedom from discrimination.
The committee is well aware that any broad
proposal on these subjects will reauire
considerable statutory embellishment.
It is
hoped
that
the
legislature will
enact
statutes to gromote effective eradication of
the
discrimlnations
prohibited
by
this
section.
The considerable support for and
lack
of
opposition
to
this
provision
indicates
its
i~ort
and
advisability.
(emphasis supplied)

2proceedings
of
the
Convention, Vol. II, p. 628.

Montana

Constitutional
SErJATE JU~!CIIiRY COMMITTEE
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DATE

3

BILL
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As pointed out by Mr. Garrity, the convention debate on
Article II, section 4, is confusing. 3 Delegate Harper
did ask, -Aren't civil rights things that the Legislature has to deal with?_4 Delegate Dahood responded
that basically that was correct. 5· At the time the
Constitution was adopted, section 64-301, R.C.M. 1947,
provided:
64-301. Freedom from discrimination as
civil
right
employment
public
accommodations. The right to be free from
discrimination because of race, creed, color,
sex, or national origin is recognized as and
declared to be a civil right.
This right
shall include, but not be limited to:
(l)
The right to obtain
employment without discrimination.

and

hold

(2) The right to the full enjoyment of
any of the accommodation facilities or
privileges. of any· place of public resort,
accommodation, assemblage or amusement.
That section is now codified as 49-1-102, MCA.
This se!=tion points out that the issue of sex discrimination was addressed by the Legislature even prior
to the adoption of Article II, section 4.
With
this
background,
it
appears
that
the
Constitutional Convention delegates intended that the
Legislature embellish Article II, section 4, with
statutory enactments. The question presented, however,

3Garrity,
Constitutional

pp.

5-6:

Co~vention,

4 Ibid ., p. 1644.
5 Ibid •

Proceedings of the Montana
Vol. V, pp. 1642-1646.
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whether

the

Legislature

is

required

to

enact

legislation regarding this area.
It has long been recognized that the Constitution does
not grant power to the Legislature but merely limits
the Legislature's exercise of its power.
In St. ex
reI. DuFresne v. Leslie, 100 M 449, 453, 50 P.2d 959
(1935), the Montana Supreme Court stated:
It is very clear that, except for the
limitations placed upon the power of the
legislature, first by the Constitution of the
United States, and second by the Constitution
of the state, the will of the legislative
body
may
be
freely
exercis~
in
all
legislative matters unrestricted.
It is

inherent

in the concept of the separation of

powers provision of the state Constitution, Article
III, section 1, that if a power is reposed in one
department, the other two may not encroach upon or
exercise that power, except as expressly directed or
permitted in the Constitution.
325,

222 P.

428

(1924).

Mills v. Porter, 69 M

The courts have no power to

compel the Legislature to pass an act, even though the
Constitution

expressly

from passing an act,
7
expressly forbids it.

commands
even

it,

though

nor

restrain

it

the

Constitution

6See also Board of Regents v. Judge, 168 M 433,
543 P.2d 1323 (1975); Hilger v. Moore, 56 M 146, 182 P.
477 (1919); St. ex rel. Evans v. Stewart, 53 M 18, 161
P. 309 (1916); and St. ex rei. Toi v. French, 17 M 54
(1895) •
duty of
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'l'he lawmaking body mayor may not, as it
chooses, pass laws putting into effect a
constitutional provision, and if, in its
efforts to give effect to a constitutional
provision, the statute is not broad and
comprehensive enough to cover all subjects
that it mi9ht, we know of no reason tthy it
should not be valid as far as it 90es.

'tct-l·)O,)

It is apparent that the Legislature is never reguired
to enact a statute or particular piece of legislation.
Therefore, in answer to the first question presented,
the enactment of Chapter 531, Laws of 1983, was not
mandatory. I am unaware of any method of compelling a
legislative enactment, other than that used to 9ain
passage of Chapters 2 and 3, Ex. Laws of 1903.

1

The second question presented is whether the repeal of
Chapter 531, Laws of 1983, would render the use of
gender in classifying individuals for
insurance
purposes unconstitutional.
The courts generally recognize the power of the
Legislature to repeal a statute enacted in compliance
wi th a provision of the Constitution even where the
Consti tution makes it the duty of the Legislature to
enact such a law to effectuate the constitutional
provision, and the repealer would result in frustrating
the purpose evidenced by the Constitution. 9
If the framers of the Constitution do not feel that the
Legislature will carry out a constitutional mandate,

8Arizona Eastern R. Co. v. Matthews, 180 P. 159
(Az. 1919).
9See Myers v. English, 9 Cal. 342 (1858) and 153
A.L.R. supra at 525.
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they

may

make

executing.

As

the

constitutional

stated

in

St.

ex

provision
reI.

self-

Stafford

v.

Fox-Great Falls Theatre Corp., 114 M 52, 74, 132 P.2d
689 (1942):
A provision is self-executing when it can be

given effect without the aid of legislation
and there is nothing to
indicate that
legislation is contemplated in order to
render it operativeJ * * * constitutional
provisions are self-executing when there is a
manifest intention that they should go into
immediate' effect,
and
no
ancillary
legislation is necessary to the enjoyment of
a right given, or the enforcement of a duty
imposed.
The court went on to point out that the test for
determining wheth~r a provision is self-executing is
whether
it
is directed
to
the courts or
the
Legislature.
During the debate on Article II, section 4, Delegate
Robinson
asked whether
the
provision
would
be
nonself-executing
and
would
require
complete
legislative
implementation to make it effective.
Delegate Dahood responded that in his judgment that was
not true. 10 But also note that the committee report
states that "The committee is well aware that any broad
proposal on these subjects will require considerable
statutory embellishment. w11 Unfortunately, conflicting
conclusions as to the self-executing nature of Article
II, section 4, can be reached from these remarks.
In Keller v. Smith, 170 M 399, 409, 553 P.2d 1002
(1976), the Supreme Court stated that " • • • the
lO
T'
ranscrlpts,
supra a t 1644-1645.
SENATE JUDICIARY COMMITTEE
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collective intent of the delegates can belt be
determined by application of the preceding rules of
construction
[i.e.,
general
rules of
statutory
construction] to the ambiguous language used".
The
court pointed out that it had specifically refrained
from using the Convention proceedings to determine
intent as they could be used to support either
position.
The problem then becomes one of predicting how the
Montana Supreme Court would interpret a case brought
challenging the use of gender classifications in
setting insurance rates.
As pointed out by Mr.
Garrity,
a
challenge
based
on
private
sex
discrimination under the alleged reach of Article II,
section 4 , was brought before the court in In the
Matter of the Will of Cram, 186 M 37, 606 P. 2d 145
(1980). The court did not mention Article II, section
4, 'but upheld the private discriminatory trust based
upon a lack of "state action".
The requirement of
·state action" for discrimination to be prohibited is
. taken from cases interpreting the Equal Protection
Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment to the U.S.
Constitution. 12
The Montana Supreme Court has consistently applied
federal Equal Protection analysis to cases involving
Article II, section 4.

12See Moose Lodge No. 107 v. Irvis, 407 U.S. 163,
173,92 S.Ct. 1965, 32 L.Ed.2d 627 (1972), wherein it
is stated that "where the impetus for discrimination is
private, the State must have 'significantly involved
itself with invidious discriminations', in order for
the discriminatory action to fall within the ambit of
the constitutional prohibition".
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Federal analysis, at least in the areas of economic and
social legislation, allows governmental classification
when

it has a rational basis, i.e., it 1s not
.
13
arbi trary.
The federal analysis applies a - strict
scrutiny"

test to so-called suspect classifications
14
such as race.
In those areas a state must show a
·compelling interest" in the classification. 15
The
U.S.

Supreme Court has

"middle

test"

in

areas

recently adopted a
involving

gender

so-called

classifica-

tions.
In Mississippi University for Women v. Bogan,
458 U.S. 710, 724 (1982), the court said:
The party seeking to uphold a statute that
classifies individuals on the basis of gender
must
carry
the
-exceedingly
pursuasive
justification" for the classification.
The
burden is met only by showing at least that
the classification serves "important governmental objectives and that the discriminatory
means employed" are "substantially relgted"
to the achievement of those objectives.

"
13 See Royster Guano Co. v. Virginia, 253 U.S. 412,
40 S.Ct. 560, 64 L.Ed. 989 (1920).
This test was
applied in St. v. Craig, 169 M 150, 545 P.2d 649
(1975) •
1Lovl.ng
4.
v.
(1967) •

V"l.rgl.nl.a,
•

388 u.S.

1, 87 S.Ct.

1817

15See San Antonio Independent School Dist. v.
Rodriguez, 411 u.S. 1, 36 L.Ed.2d 16, 93 S.Ct. 1278,
reh. den., 411 U.S. 959 (1973). This strict scrutiny
test requiring the showing of a compelling state
interest was applied in White v. St.,
M
, 661
P.2d 495 (1983).
16This middle test was first articulated in Craig
v. Boren, 429 u.S. 190 (1976), involving an Oklahoma
statute providing differing legal drinking ages for
males and females. The U.S. Supreme Court struck down
the law saying the state was using maleness as a proxy
for the regulation of drinking and driving.
A quote
from this case that may be of particular interest to
this
committee is found on page
204.
"It is
SENATE JUDICIARY COMMITIEE
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The Montana Supreme Court has only been .quarely
presented with two .exual discrimination cases: Cram,
involving private diBc~imination, and St. v. Craig, 169
M 150, 545 P.2d 649 (1975), where the court held that
there was a rational basis for classifying by sex under
the sexual intercourse without consent statute. In a
case involving a dissolution of marriage, Vance v.
Vance,
M
, 664 P.2d 907, 40 St.Rep. 836
(1983), the court stated that the trial court's
recognition of the present relative economic status of
men and women with respect to income earning potential
and the distribution of marital assets accordingly did
not violate a former husband's constitutional right of
equal protection.

-

.

,

It is interesting to note that Article II, section 4,
has been referred to in an Alaska decision.
In U.S.
Jaycees v. Richardet, 666 P.2d 1008 (Alaska 1983),
Richardet argued that the prohibition against sex
discrimination in Article I, section 3, of the Alaska
Constitution, was in effect as broad as Montana's
Article .11, section 4, which explicitly prohibits both
private and governmental discrimination, 'because the
Alaska Human Rights legislation implementing the
Constitution prohibits private as well as public
The Alaska SuprEme Court stated in
discrimination.
note 15, -However, the Legislature's construction of a

16 (continued) unrealistic to exoect either members of
the judiciary or state officials-to be well versed in
the rigors of experimental or statistical technique.
But this merely illustrates that proving broad
sociological propositions by statistics is a dubious
business and one that inevitably is in tension with the
normative
philosophy
that
underlies
the
Equal
Protection Clause.-
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lflii

consti tutional
upon

this

provision

court.·

The

is,

of

course,

court went

on

not
to

binding-

hold

that

·state action· is a necessary predicate to application
of

the

Equal
"
t"l.on. 17
Constl.tu

Protection

Clause

of

the

Alaska

The case closest to the situation under consideration
here

is Murphy v.

Harleysville Mutual Insurance Co.,

422 A.2d 1097 (Pa. super. 1980), wherein a class action
was

brought

on

that

had

purchased automobile insurance from the defendant:

(I)

all

all

malesJ

(2)

behalf
all

of

three

unmarried

groups

personsJ

persons under 30 years of age.

and

(3)

The plaintiff alleged

that the premiums charged constituted a violation of
the Pennsylvania ERA as to the
federal

first

Equal Protection Clause as

group and

the

to the other two

groups.

The Pennsylvania court found no state action

as

the

to

discussion

alleged

of

the

federal

alleged

violations.

state

ERA

In

its

violation,

the

court quoted extensively from Lincoln v. Mid-Cities Pee
Wee

Football

Assoc.,

576

S.W.2d

922

(Tex.

Ct.

App.

1979), a case involving a 9irl's attempt to be allowed
to participate

in

a

private

nonprofit

corporation's

all-male youth football league.
Both states' ERAs
prohibit discrimination ·under the law·.
Both courts
held

that

·state

action or

private

conduct that is

17This case was decided prior to Roberts v. U.S.
Jaycees, 5~ L.W. 5076 (1984), where the U.S. Supreme
Court held that under Minnesota's Human Rights Act, Ms.
Roberts could not be excluded from membership in the
or9anization. The court stated, "Assuring women equal
access to the 90ods, privileges, and advantages of a
place
of
public
accommodation
clearly
furthers
compelling state interests." (emphasis supplied)
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encouraged by, enabled by, or.closely interrelated in
function wit~ state action- 18 is required before a
discriminatory practice is prohibited.
The courts stated: "Had the amendment been intended to
proscribe private conduct, we believe this proscription
could and would have been clearly expressed to apply to
all discrimination, public and private.- 19 Following
Murphy, the Pennsylvania Insurance Cormnissioner used
the ERA as an aid in interpreting his powers and duties
under the Rate· AC.t 40 P.L. SSll8l-l199, to disapprove
the use of sex as a classification basis for automobile
insurance rate differentials.
The Cormnissioner' s
decision was upheld in Hartford Accident and Indemnity
Co. v. Insurance Cormnissioner of Pennsylvania, 442 A.2d
382 (Pa. Comwlth. 1982), where the court held that the
Commissioner did not exceed his statutory authority.
The Cormnissioner' s action was recently upheld by the
Pen~ylvania Supreme court. 20
In light of these cases, it appears that if the Montana
Supreoe Court could be persuaded to follow the
rationale regarding private discrimination referred to
in the Texas and Pennsylvania decisions, the use of
gender as a classification factor in setting insurance
rates could be held unconstitutional if Chapter 531,
Laws of 1983, were repealed. 21 However, so long as the
SENATE JUDICIARY COMMITTEI
EXHIBIT No._~3",--___

l8Murphy at 1103.

DME

19 Ibid •

BILL

20Hartford Accident'
Commiss10ner, Doc et No.

_---=0.......
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v. Insurance
Pa. Sup. Ct.

1984) •

21 This seems unlikely in light of the recently
decided In the Matter of C.H.,
M
, 683 P.2d
931, 41 St.Rep. 997, 1005 (1984f; where the court
stated, -The Fourteenth Amendment of the United States
12

·

r

.
court applies traditional federal Equal Protection
analysis to claims of alleged private discrimination,
there would be no ·state action-, and the use of gender
in setting insurance rates would be permissible if
Chapter 531, Laws of 1983, were repealed. 22

21 (continued) Constitution and Article II, section 4,
of the 1972 Montana Constitution guaranty [sic] equal
protection of the laws to all persons.
The equal
protection provisions of the
federal and state
constitutions are similar and provide generally
equivalent but independent protections.- Citing Emery
v. St., 177 M 73, 580 P.2d 445, cert. den., 439 u.S.
874, 99 S.Ct. 210, 58 L.Ed.2d 187 (1978). The court
goes on to explain when it applies the various tests to
the type of classification involved.
22See Note 20, but the court could address a
gender classification under Article II, section 4, in
the recently argued case of Miller-Wohl Co., Inc. v.
Commissioner of Labor and Industry, No. 84-172.
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ILLEGAL DISCRIMINATION

49-2-303

. . . Sec. 5, elL 177, L 1979.

Inchoate orrenaea, Title 46, ch. 4.
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'a. 113, L 1974; ...... Sec. 1, o. 121, L 1975; .... Sec. ), 0.
L 1977; R.CM. 194', .....306(1), (1); .... Sec. I, 0. 179, L

.,.

.".-

Equ.1 pay (or women (or equivalent ..mee,
39·3·104.
.n when the
Exclusion or handicapped rrom minimum
covered by wa,e .nd overtime compenl.tion lawI,
luire an qe 39·3·406.
to"
'tal
Women in employment, Title 39, ch. 7.
~arl
Elemption (rom uaociation with ..bor OlIa.
-rtiDl two niution on reli,ioUi ,round., 39·31·204.
Ri,ht.J2.~~uae ~icipate in lteriliution, .,
..
"le60"p."...
_
Ri,ht to refUN to particip.ie1n .bOrtlon,

Ind (1 Hb),

b) a labor organization or joint labor management committee controUing
prenticeship to exclude or expel any person from its membership or from
apprenticeship or training program or to discriminate in any way against
member of or an applicant to the labor organization or an employer or
ployee because of race, creed, religion, color, or national origin or because
his age, physical or mental handicap, marital status, or sex when the reelAble dem.pd. of the program do not require an age, physical or mental
dicap, marital status, or sex distinction;
c) an employer or employment agency to print or circulate or cause to
printed or circulated a statement, advertisement, or publication or to use
employment application which expresses, directly or indirectly, a limitan, specification, or discrimination as to sex, marital status, age, physical or
ntal handicap, race, creed, religion, color, or national origin or an intent
make the limitation, unless based upon a bona fide occupational 9ualifica!.i..
d) an employment agency to fail or refuse to refer for employment, to
ify, or otherwise to discriminate against any individual because of sex,
.ta1 ,tatus, age, physical or mental handicap, race, creed, religion, color,
national origin, unless based upon a bona fide occupational qualification.
2) The exceptions permitted in subsection (1) based on bona fide occu·.onal qualifications shall be strictly construed.

In;

lID unlawful die.
Inatory practice ror:
a) an employer to refuse employment to a person, to bar him from
ployment, or to discriminate against him in compensation or in a term,
dition, or privilege of employment because of his race, creed, religion,
or, or national origin or because of his age, physical or mental handicap,
ital status, or sex when the reasonable demands of the position do not
uire an age, physical or mental handicap, marital status, or sex distinc-

11-2-303. DI••r1mln.tioa In empJoymeaL (1) It ie

ben accountability ellilta, 46·2·302.

••-R.fereDc••

3'l(1~

i1a..,: fa. 64-382 'Y Sec. 9, elL lIJ, L 1974; ._. Sec. 10. CII. SUo L 1975; R.C.M. 19.4'

ency to aid, abet, incite, compel, or coerce the doing of an act forbidd
der this chapter or to attempt to do so.
en
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Opportunity (or reli,iOUl obaervance in faeili.
tie. ror developmentally di.. bled, 53-20.142.
Opportunity ror reli,ioua obaervanee in men.
tal health racilitiea, 53·21·142.

'_.De""·..

s.. ...

_~
~

His.ory: Ea...... 306.y Sec. 1, 0. 21), L 1974; ._. Sec. 1, 0. 121, L 1975; ._. Sec. ), elL
514. L 19'5; ...... Sec. 7, elL lI, Lim; R.C.M. 194', ....306(4); ._.
0. 177, L 1979;
._. Sec. I, O. 3J5, L 1"1.
~.. \

49-2-305. DiscrimiDatioD iD housiB,. (I)..JXC!Dt when the distinctiop iB based on reasonable grounds, it is an unlawful discriminatory practice
for the owner, lessee, manager, or other person having the right to sell, leue,
or rent a housing accommodation or improved or unimproved property:
(a) to refuse to sell, lease, or rent the housing accommodation or property
to a person because of sex, race, creed, religion, color, age, physical or mental
handicap, or national origin;
(b) to discriminate against a person because of sex, race. creed, religion,
age, physical or mental handicap, color, or national origin in a term, condition, or privilege relating to the use, sale, lease, or rental of the houling
accommodation or property;
(c) to make a written or oral inquiry or record of the IU, race, creed. religion, age, physical or mental handicap, color, or national origin of a person
seeking to buy, lease, or rent the housing accommodation or property; or
(d) to refuse to negotiate for a sale or to make a housing accommodation
or property unavailable because of sex. race, creed, religion, age, physical or
mental handicap, color, or national origin.
(2) A private residence designed for single-family occupancy in which
sleeping space is rented to guests and in which the landlord a1BO resides is
ucluded from the provisions of subsection (I).
(3) It is also an unlawful discriminatory practice to make, print, or publish or cause to be made, printed, or published any notice,.statement. or
advertisement that indicates any preference, limitation, or discrimination
that is prohibited by lubsection (I) or any intention to make or have luch
a preference, limitation, or discrimination.

Health care racilities, 50·6·105.
Furnishin, or medicalll8i8tance, 53·6·105.

Croa.-Reference.

His.ory: Ea. 64-306 .y Sec. 1, elL 11), L 1974; .1114. Sec. 1, 0. Ill, L 1975; ..... Sec. ), elL
524, L 1975; .mel. Sec. 7, elL JI, L 1977; R.C.M. 194', ..... 306(3).

L~CO"".C"'Dl'"
..
~Urban
••
1981 Am,,,dm,.,,t.l,...rted lubaection (IUd);
renewal, 7.11).4207.

I

.•

1

~,

HUMAN RIGHTS

49-2-304. DiscrimiDatioD iD public accommodatioDs. E~~eR\ !ibm
istin~ti9n i8 based on r;88onable grounds, it is an unlawful lscrlmina_
tory practice for the owner, essee, manager, agent, or employee of a public
accommodation:
(1) to refuse, withhold from, or deny to a person any of its services,
goods, facilities, advantages, or privileges because of sex, race, age, physical
or mental handicap, creed, religion, color, or national origin;
(2) to publiah, circulate, i8lu8, display, poet, or mail a written or printed
communication, notice, or advertisement which states or implies that any of
the services, goods, facilities, advantages, or privileges of the public accommodation will be refused, withheld from, or denied to a person of a certain
race, creed, religion, sex, age, physical or mental handicap, color, or national
origin.

,..,... 49-2-304

r'~ ~LL~IS~NA~

r~'

~9-~

3.

Medical and health insurance - continuation
of coverage for handicapped child, 33.22-304,
33·22·506,33-30·1003,33-30·1004.
MinonJ' power to contract, Title 41, ch. I, part

f

tlf

·.ef.reDee.

n'

Elemption from immunization requirementa
on religiou. ,roundl, 20.5-405.

DlacrimlaaUoa by the state. It is an unlawful diacriminait. n..oliti,..1 ."Miv'.1nn •.

" __ ... Af: ....... ,,. .. +l-.. ""tAte. "' . . . """

~9·2·308.

ondiacrimination in education, Art. X, aec:.
lonLConaL

1• •

L 1975; .... Sec. 7, Oa. 31, L 1977; R.C.M. 1947, "'"306(7),

4) to announce or follow a policy of denial or limitation of educational
>ortunitiea of a group or ita membera, through a quota or otherwise,
:auee of race, color, sex, marital atatus, age, creed, religion, physical or
ntal handicap, or national origin.
ill.,: Ea. ....306 r.y Sec. 1, CIa. 113. L 1974; .... Sec. 1, Oa. Ill, L 1975; .... Sec. 3. Oa.

ift

I(

19·2·307. Discrimination in education. It is an unlawful discriminapractice for an educational institution:
1) to exclude, expel, limit, or otherwise discriminate against an individseeking admission 88 a atudent or an individual enrolled aa a student in
terms, conditions, or privileges of the institution because of race, creed,
gion, sex, marital atatus, color, age, physical handicap, or national origin
!)ecause of mental handicap, unless based on reaaonable ,rounds;
2) to make or use a written or orat mqUlry or form of application for
nwion that elicits or attempts to elicit information or to make or keep
ecord concerning the race, color, leX, marital atatU8, age, creed, religion,
lBical or mental handicap, or national origin of an applicant for admission,
M pnmjtted
regulatjons of
cowmi~;9n;
to prmt, pub Ish, or cause to
prante or published a catalog or
er notice or advertisement indicating a limitation, specification, or disnination baaed on the race, color, creed, religion, age, physical or mental
Idicap, sex, marital atatus, or national origin of an applicant for admi88ion;

Ate Diatrict Court juriadiction, Title 3, ch.
Irt 3.
'unicipal Court juriadiction, 3-6-103.
)Wer to contr.ct, Title 28, ch. 2, part 2.
o dilcrimin.tion by cert.in insure,.,
8·210.

•• ·RefereDee.

iltory: Ea. "'"306 'y Sec. 1, CIa. 113, L 1974; .II1II. Sec. 1, CIa. Ill, L 1975; .l1l4I. Sec. 3, CIa.
L 1975; .... Sec. 7, CIa. 31, L 1977; R.C.M. 1947, 64-306(5), (8).

ecord.

9·2·308. n\.crlmination in financing and credit tran8action8.
It ia an unlawful discriminatory practice for a financial institution, upon
~iving an application for financial assistance, to permit an official or
;>Ioyee, during the execution of his duties, to discriminate against the
llicant because of sex, marital status, race, creed, religion, age, physical or
ltal handicap, oolor, or national origin in a term, condition, or privilege
Iting to the obtainment or use of the institution's financial assistance,
f88 based on re880nable pounds.
) It is an unlaWfUl discriminatory practice for a creditor to discriminate
the baala of race, color, religion, creed, national origin, age, mental or
'Bical handicap, sex, or marital status against any person in any credit
l88ction which is subject to the jurisdiction of any state or federal court

~
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j·2326.

rvice employee. - municip.1
nager government, 7-3-«15.
lation - records of military dia,4.
aI,7-15-4207.
by county Board of P.rk Com·

Library •• rvice. for the handicapped,
22-1-103.
ReligioUi belief. of witnell not relevant to
credibility, Rule 610, Montan. Rulli of Evidence (tee Title 26, ch. 10).
Marital .tatUi irrelevant to parent-child relationship, 40-6-103.
Right to refUle to participate in .terilization,
Title 50, ch. 5, part 6.
Eumption from prenatal blood tMta on relilioUllI'oundl,60.19·109.
Rilht to refu.e to p.rticip.te in abortion,
50-20·111.
Fumi.hinc of medical uaiatance, 53-6-105.
Community·hued eervicn for developmentally disabled, 53-20·212.
Community mental health centen, 53·21-206.
Ineligibility of h.ndicapped for driver'.
licenae, 61-5·105.
Homeatead eaemption, Title 70, ch. 32, put
2.
Survivinl .pouae ellempt from inheritance
tal,72-16-313.
Ellception! to r..hin, .nd huntin, lice...
requirementa, Title 87, ch. 2, pert 8.

O<'t

49·2·309. Di8crimination iD ia.urance and retirement plan•• (1)
It is an unlawful discriminatory practice for any fmancial institution or per·
IOn to discriminate 101ely on the basis of ses or marital ltatua in the iuuance
or operation of any type of insurance policy, plan, or coverlle or in any penlion or retirement plan, proeram, or cover..e, includiDl diacriminatioa in
regard to rates or premiums and paymenta or beneCite.
,..,

.1 district f.ciJitiea, 7-34-2123.
lefita, Title 10, cb. 2, part 3.
.rkahopl - public contr.cta to
('")
18, ch. 5, part 1.
~
Ition luperviaor, 20-3-103.
s:
from .chool immuniZitioD
~
II religioUi grounds, 20-5·405.
,."ation for IIceptionaJ children,
---,I'!'I--• .>art 4.
Educational programa for lifted children,
Title 20, ch. 7, part 9.
State School for the Dear and Blind, Title 20,
ch.8.
Work'ltudy program, 20·25·707.

:::!

>

C

2, ,.h. 11\.

Special consideration for military penonnel
.nd veterans, Art. II, aec. 35, Mont. Conat.
Elecutive branch office,. and .,enci.., Title

ero•• • RefereDce.

History: Ea. 64-306 " Sec. 1, CIa. 113. L 1974; .... Sec. 2. CIt. 121, L 1975; .... Sec. 3. CIt.
514, L 1975; .nI. Sec. 7, Oa. 31, L 1977; ••C.M. 1947,64-306(').

If'¥'!
r'~'
1"", r
f~
, '"\ (1)'to ref~e, withhold fro~, or de~~ to a penon any','" ,~tate, or federal funds, services, goods, (acilities, advantages, or privilege., ..auee o( r.~,
creed, religion, sex, marital atatus, color, age, physical or mental handicap, or
national origin, unless based on re~on~ble grounds;
(2) to publish, circulate, issue, {spay, poet, or mail a written or printed
communication, notice, or advertisement which states or implies that any
local, state, or federal funds, services, goods, facilities, advantages, or privileges of the office or agency will be refused, withheld from, or denied to a
person of a certain race, creed, religion, sex, marital status, color, age, physi.
calor mental handicap, or national origin or that the patronage of a person
of a particular race, creed, religion, sex, marital atatus, color, age, or national
origin or possessing a physical or mental handicap is unwelcome or not
desired or solicited, upless bued on reMonablecundsj
(3) to refuse employment to a person,10
him from employment, or
to discriminate against him in compen88tion or in a term, condition, or privilege of employment because of his political beliefs. However, this prohibitioa
does not apply to policymaking poeitions on the immediate ataff of an elected
officer of the executive branch provided for in Article VI, section 1, of the
Montana constitution, to the appointment by the governor of a director of
a principal department provided for in Article VI, lection 7, of the Montana
constitution, or to the immediate ataff of the majority and minority leadership of the Montana legislature.

"'"
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ILLEGAL DISCRIMINATION

49-2-401

compl.int with the commillioner under the
proviaionl of thil p.rt".

n. 115.

DATE

39-7-1~;

':::)

OJI¥?'6"

.

----:---,.-

.-..,..,........----.

'9·2·401. Procedure for claiming exemption. A penon. educeInal institution, financial institution, or governmental entity or agency who
which seeks to be exempted from the requirements of part 3 of this chap~ may petition the commission for a declaratory ruling as provided in
I-SOl of the Montana Administrative Procedure Act. If the commission
Ids that reasonpble grounds for granting an exemption ,xist, it may issue
ulilll .'~.i~. !-he petitioner from the particular prOVIsion. This section.
wever, ahall . .,trictly ~nstrued. and the burden it on the petitioner to
- ra .
an--'pt-'oul_gr'"
_
_
_
"1-,..,,,' F. U.-'1 ..~ Sft. 4. O. 514. l. 1975; .... Sec. I, n. 17, L 1977; R.C.M. 1"'7,

1165
GOVERNMENTAL CODE OF FAIR PRACTICES

"9-3-105

n. "7, L

1975; R.C.M. 1"'7,64-317.

(3)

47, L 1975; R.C.M. 1"'7, 64-3l1; .... Sec. 1,

n.

179,

----=~

,. ..,,' ......

-. (" '\

49·3·105. Procedure for claimm, exemption. A atate or localgovemmental agency seeking to apply any exemption from the requirement. of
this chapter may petition the commi88ion for a declaratory ruliDg 88 provided
in 2-4-S01 of the Montana Administrative Procedure Act. U the commiaaion
fmds that reasonable grounds for applying an exemption em&, it may iaaue
a ruling exempting the petitioner from the particular provision. The burden
ia on the petitioner to demonstrate that an exemption ~o~~. applied. Any
~O.i:oMlt!t~wnowr eiliftiowr iT. .~ta ,

H....,,: EL 64-330 "y Sec. 15. n. 47. L 1975; R.C.M. 1...', 64-331.

49·3·104. Quotas not required. Nothing in thiJ chapter ahall be conatrued as requiring the institution of a system of quotal for representation
of any sell, age, religious, racial. ethnic. or other group affected by this chapter.

Compiler'. CommeDt.
1983 Amendment: In (I), inaerted "marital
.tatus".

n.

from discharging or otherwise disciplining an individual for good

Hblory: Ea. 64-311 "Y Sec. 13.
L 1983.

cause.

or

Applicability to community college diatricla,
20-16-403.

Cro•• -RefereDce.

Hlliory: Ea. 64-317 ..y Sec. 11,

49·3·102. What local governmental units affected. Local governmental units affected by this chapter include all political subdivisions of the
state, including school districts.

and rephrued (5), leaving lubstance the Mme.

Compiler'. CommeDt.
1983 Amendment: Inaerted (1) through (4);

Hblory: (1)Ea. 64-316 "Y Sec. I, n. "7, L 1975; Sec. 64-316, R.C.M. 1...7; (llEa. 64-319 ..,
Sec .... O. 417, L 1975; .... Sec. II, n. 31, L 1977; Sec. 64-319, R.C.M. 1...7; •.C.M. 1947,
64-316, 64-319(part); .... Sec. 13, n. 177, L 1979; .... Sec. I, n. 540, L 1913.

"Qualifications" means such qualifications 88 are genuin,""related'to
competent performance of the particular occupational talk.

r". (6)

.
t

.-----~~~------

~

E JUDICIARY COMMITTEE

MCA 1981,

EXHIBIT NO

SENAT

~1-1602(1);

Exception. to Prohlbltl°'Utll No_1I83'6 y.. t)lJ 7

.

Part 4

listory: Ea. ~1-1601 "Y Sec. 1, n. 310, L 1975; R.C.M. 1947,
t5. "'-1-311 .., Sec. 1, 0.115, L 1983.

19·2·311. Reinstatement to job following pregnancy·related
ave of absence. Upon signifying her intent to return at the end of her
,ve of absence. such employee shall be reinstated to her original job or to
equivalent poeition with equivalent pay and accumulated seniority, retireInt, fringe benefits, and other service credits unless, in the case of a private
Iployer, the employer's circumstances have 80 changed as to make it impoelie or unreasonable to do 80.

:I: "retaliate lII.inat .ny employee who files.

IDpUer'. CommeDh
983 Amendmf'nt: Deleted former (4), which

lislory: Ea. ~1-1601 "Y Sec. 1, n. 310, L 1975; R.C.M. 19~7, ~1-1602(1~ .... Sec. I,
1913; MCA 1981,39-7-103; re4eL ~9-1-310"y Sec. 1, n. 115, L 1983.

19.2·310. Maternity leave - unlawful acts of employers. It
ill be unlawful for an employer or his agent to:
1) terminate a woman's employment because of her pregnancy;
2) refuse to grant to the employee a reasonable leave of absence for such
:gnancy;
3) deny to the employee who is disabled as a result of pregnancy any
opensation to which she is entitled as a result of the accumulation of disility or leave benefits accrued pursuant to plans maintained by her
ployer, provided that the employer may require disability 88 a result of
:gnancy to be verified by medical certification that the employee is not
e to perform her employment duties; or
4) require that an employee take a mandatory maternity leave for an
reasonable length of time.

lislory: Ea. Stcs- I. 3. n. 531, L 1913.

2)

This section does not apply to any insurance policy, plan, coverage, or
f pension or retirement plan, program, or coverage in effect prior to Octo. I, 1985.
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NAME _________________________________
__BILL NO.
Carol Mosher

HB 366 4ltd

t/Bso1

ADDRESS _______A_Jl~gu
__st_a~,_~_lo_n_t_a_n_a__________________________DATE 3-14-85
WHOM DO YOU REPRESENT _____M_o_n_t_a_n_a__C_ow_B_e_l_l_e_s__________________________
SUPPORT _____X
________OPPOSE ______________AMEND----------------PLEASE LEAVE PREPARED STATEMENT WITH SECRETARY.

Cormnents:

cl1ld, HB5()7
We support HB 366 in its efforts to correct what we feel would be
discz'iminate treatment to us as women. We feel that we deserve to
have our insurance rates based upon facts which statistics prove in
regard to our driving records and length of life. Charts which show
that we would reciev"maller amounts in payments of pensions and dividends
are true, but it mus~ be remembered that we live longer than men, so those
payments to us must be stretched out over those extra years. We ask for
your consideration in passing tla£ l1 b ill.6',
if0ttu

SENATE JUDICIARY COMMITTEE

'i____-_

EXH:SIT NO _ _

DATE
BILL NO

03148S
iff?> 3Le fe c\. 507

N~E: ____ ~d C)11.
ADDRESS :

~
______ DATE:3-j/f'-£~_'_ _

_-=,-S-~o~,,9:..--·~c~~'~h......:J
=-%~c:;;..I!.'_.:.._---...li~€;:'.
~')~-=__.!:::::~::....:~~::::!f::::::...._._.:.A::.:::'-~.:;:]~ _es-%t":
;....:::'

rfAPPEARING ON MilCH PROPOSAL: ______~=,
~'__O~~7~

00 YOU:

X

AMEND?

SUPPORT? ---'<7~--

__________________
OPPOSE?

-----

---

i'

~J diH42. /1/ ~
t1dvM.U?t!bd ;j~
1.J~-x/
L!l-~.v _2_» 1T~ --I a.4,y ~ ,j}-Uk~

COMI1ENTS:

i'

#

Cu~

i

tC/,TV~

.

,

Mr,. ~hairman and Members of the ~,udic!ary Committee; ,.~__

.,;; a~v

C?~ CLL-/:z,>(,J - ~ ~~

I am here to support H.B. #507, to repeal the

Unisex Law of 1983.

J ~ffa4.J

a,.

~~

~~.-

2r~ 't;J

Uo-a::, ~ ~,-;y~.;.v' '1~

8~r Ravin~ been in the insurance field for many years, ~
!--tl~

I have

~

this to say - the only equality younger

~;f. ~-

women will ,q:ain from the 1983 Unisex Law, is the equalit;t~
of their budgets to zero.

PLEASE LEl

SENATE JUmCIARY COMMITT£E

S____

EXHIBIT NO. _ _

DATE _---::O;..;:;3;...&.14~e..;;;;.5__

BILL No.--""HBL..:.:..-.l.5::;.01.,.;{...-_ _

~~d:

1---

I

~rJ¥' ~.

:·';fJ.-!/Sj-"-_-___

_________DATE
.-,-....

,

ADD RE S S : .:;~~_/l.:. ~i_!...;~~')__(...~...,'_('_1, :-,/_;_"(...;i_,,_/_~_-""i_,_,:_____fA._.•..,.J/_!'!r-\?_=_;_ _l,_,/_(-"_;_:_ _r,-;_I_>?~._I_/_;.::__<_-_ ___ ___~_
f'i_'

/

'-'

PHONE:

~ENATE
,"

~ )[ , I

1~

"'l",t..-,w/.

'::"'-f'.""rl l

APPEARING ON WHICH PROPOSAL:

~~

SUPPORT? ___

CO~.."1ENTS

/

•

:

t

~

r.

I

:

~I

~,J/:t

'~!

: [/

./

I

"

!

"

____

,liD-,

,"3lt~ J /-JR,5D:7

~~~--~--~~~~--~-------------

AMEND?

OPPOSE?

------

---L/';!,c.
/' ,- ~
"/'I (.__

"',"

. ;....'
, ; ()
~ t, " , 1
'. \ I ' .., ! ',"

-<-',I i' //

I'

'"'

; !!
,~.
-). ! I:.",
; ..-"
' . .\
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____
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/() rL

,.Ii: '-:1

f

;--.:' i ~ ('-:-

f.XHIBIT NO. _ _<e~

.,

03\",05
'~~-~"-'-/~~~'~'~-!~'~f~'-'~:-'~';J~:~-----------------8&,~q-H\[~==~~~L:r~()~~--~~
BILL NO, #£ 3(P(p c4- 507_

REPRESENTI nG WHOM?

00 YOU:

/'

JUDICIARY CQMMlllEE

.

,1. .·r /,,'.;1--

I

, ;/1 .

1

.

-J.f· .
L ..I , ,

'-J;
I'
/,' :.J (---. I-
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i'YU
I /' /.".'" 1

i f

"./

."/

I
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I

i

L
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I'~
I
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j

I
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(/ '--""

•

'
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:Ji{I,~ 1(-'
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'~/I
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/,' , r
I
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{ --1.\
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.

~
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;
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'

I
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)
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,

J

.:'? -~"i:' ~-~.

.....'j "Vi·,";

,
I ,

! }-L'

. \ ' <, ,_\~ .; "J
1/7 [" 1~ (.,L~ {
n ('. . ,jJ.- \.'! :' . ~ ;'- ,.'. ~,~ l /{_ (-:-"-t /-.~{' S i-,:
PLEASE LEAVE ANY!PREPARED STATEMENTS WITH THE COMMITTEE SECRETARY.
;' (

j"

!~-

I

~

!

.'
I

.;

~

: // 1

,

. ,

(,/L/

~-,

I

"

.

l-'. J,j'I'"

! (. "

(O'1?

c:"-7-1 / '

f:-··~J._~_~______DATE :

dIlly

ADDRESS:
PHONE : _--,~:::.:'
/._0~;5_"

_.,_/-,._d. . :. ¢_Y-"~.: .:. ."-,-?tC.:. . :·

9

/ij!S:- W",

·-'-c-.,.;:~_:2_-...;::6=-·-:~_=.·_~~d..-J...;.~::::::::":. .: :~ (-~~)L'_ _

_;.:...",....;.<--)_ _ _ _6;:;....

APPEARING ON MilCH PROPOSAL: ____~,!~~,~6~;~~,_·____
~___(~5_·~_t-:~:,~7__________

SUPPORT? __

00 YOU:

~,~~.-'---

AMEND?

-----

OPPOSE?

---

COM1'1ENTS :
(/
,';

./f

{L'./

/
;}JI.(/
// /

_ C-J-Z:-'~"

/

~~'~":'7-

/
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_1/,(~---<-,
.J.
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......

-.~..-

/

PLEASE LEAVE ANY PREPARED STATEMENTS WITH THE COMMITTEE SECRETARY.

SENATE JUDICIARY COMMlmE

7..L.-----

EXTBIT No. __

Dr'~BI_L

03\4 B5
i~u. H--6 3{p~ q. 507_

NAME: __

--

;SAm£:.If' , ck t£?~rI
7

ADDRESS: /

PHONE:

~ L~LA--A/Q

/~~

DATE:

/~44)

7

ffl/1:r:-~~.-----

~~~tr

REPRESENTING

WHOM?~~
~ ~?

APPEARING ON WHICH PROPOSAL: ,

AMEND?

----

OPPOSE?

---

PLEASE LEAVE ANY PREPARED STATEMENTS WITH THE COMMITTEE SECRETARY.

SENATE JUDICIARY COMMllTEE .

~X'!'BIT No._~8~_L,,
__
031485
BU NO.

H-B 3lD<R ~507 __

~AM£: __L~_;J~~='
:.=~,,--_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ DATE:
ADDRESS: S:20

PHONE:

-is~ -

p'!-02

P.s-
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WHAT HAS BEEN THE EFFECT OF
ELIMINATING SEX AS AN AUTO INSURANCE RATING VARIABLE?
Rate classifications based on sex and marital status have
already been prohibited in four states: Hawaii in 1974,
North Carolina on December 1, 1977, Massachusetts on January
1, 1978 and Michigan on January 1, 1981. These prohibitions
apply to auto insurance only. No state laws have been implemented applicable to all lines of insurance.
In each of these states where sex and marital status were
eliminated as rating variables in auto insurance, the
legislature at the same time effected many other changes in
the way insurers are permitted to determine auto insurance
rates so that rate increases or decreases resulting from the
new laws may not solely be attributable to the elimination
of sex as a rating variable. It is important to note that
in three of the four states prohibiting the use of sex and
marital status in auto insurance rate classifications, the
use of age was eliminated as well. The prohibition of age
with that of sex and marital status causes the subsidy
required by law to be given to young unmarried male drivers
to be borne by the entire adult driving population as well
as young women. Therefore, rate increases for young women
directly attributable to these state laws are not as large
as they would have been if age had not been eliminated.
Only Michigan continued to allow the use of age while
eliminating sex and marital status rate classifications.
Rate increases for young women in Michigan in 1981 were
significant as is illustrated by the attached exhibit.
Also, it is important to note that each of the four states
attempting to regulate auto insurance pricing has adopted
many additional laws to regulate insurance company underwriting decisions and to provide insurance through residual
market programs due to reductions in capacity in the private
market. Both North Carolina and Massachusetts require
mandatory rate bureau membership with all auto insurance
rates required to be uniform and fixed by government.
A review of the situation in each of the four states follows:
1.

Hawaii. The legislation in Hawaii which became
effective in late 1974 eliminated age and marital
status as well as sex as auto insurance rating
variables. Furthermore, no fault provisions were
enacted at the same time which included a mandatory
15% rate reduction by all companies. Auto insurance
rate increases implemented in Hawaii in 1976 and
1977 were significant.
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North Carolina. In North Carolina all insurers are
required by law to belong to the North Carolina
Rate Bureau and all are required to use the same
rate classification plan. The North Carolina
legislation eliminating age and sex as rating
factors became law in 1975. The law was implemented
on December 1, 1977. Accident and violations
surcharges were increased to offset rate reductions
for youthful male drivers and were required to be
larger than experience would indicate. Also,
inexperienced operator surcharges were dramatically
increased resulting in immediate rate increases
for young women 16 to 17 years old. Currently, the
pleasure use classification in North Carolina has a
higher indicated rate than the business use class
due to the influx of youthful male drivers in
the pleasure use class. Approximately 25% of all
vehicles insured in North Carolina are provided
coverage through the North Carolina Reinsurance
Facility, the residual market mechanism. In
Montana, less than one tenth of one percent of
the vehicles are insured through the Montana
residual market mechanism, the AlP.

3.

Massachusetts. This state has the distinction of
having an auto insurance system that is "by far the
costliest and unquestionably the most wasteful and
complicated in the United States," in the words of
a former Massachusetts governor. In Massachusetts,
all companies are required to belong to and charge
rates set by the state in a fashion similar to the
rate bureau operation in North Carolina. In 1978
the Insurance Commissioner ruled that age, sex and
marital status were no longer acceptable rating
variables and changes were required in the method
for calculating territorial relativities. These
rulings were confirmed by legislative action. In
1978 the industry filed for a rate increase of
+7.3%. The Commissioner fixed rates by reducing
them - 12.9%. The residual market mechanism in
Massachusetts grew to over 45% of the auto insurance business in the state at the current time. In
Massachusetts, over 90% of youthful male drivers
and 70% of youthful female drivers are currently
being insured through the Reinsurance Facility,
Massachusetts residual market mechanism.

4.

Michigan. The Michigan legislation eliminating
both sex and marital status became effective
January 1, 1981. This same legislation restricted
the total number of rating territories allowable as
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well as the range of rating differentials between
territories. Examples of State Farm rates before
and after January 1, 1981 are attached. The
territorial rating changes mandated by law were
intended to significantly reduce rates in Detroit
at the expense of out-state drivers.
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After Change

Before After Change

Married Male

Before After Change

Unmarried Female

Before After Change

Unmarried Male

Western
Counties

Detroit
Suburbs

173.09 457.60 +164.4

260.11 685.36 +163.5

~

337.07 457.60 +35.8

506.53 685.36 +35.3

~

457.03 -31.2

999.37 685.36 -31.4
337.07 457.60 +35.8 665.03

506.53 685.36 +35.3

Northern
Counties $175.94 $469.04 +166.6% $342.62 $469.04 +36.9% $342.62 $469.04 +36.9% $675.98 $469.04 -30.6%

~efore

Married Female

25/50/25 BIPD
Full PIP
Coverage N
Full Comprehensive
$100 Deductible

These rates reflect premiums applicable before and after the elimination of sex and marital
status as rating variables, effective January 1, 1981 for youthful (under 21) principal operators,
with no accidents or convictions, for a 1981 01dsnobi1e Cutlass Supreme (IRG II, Age Group I)
with the following coverages:

Rate Comparisons Before and After Elimination of Sex and Marital Status as Rating Variables

MICHIGAN

State Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance Company

r~
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March 13, 1985

To the Chairman and Members of the Senate Judiciary Committee:
I urge your support of HB 366. Insurance rates are set by the
best information available at this time and I do not feel it is
discrimination to use sex as a determining factor in rate setting
if it is statistically significant.
If insurance companies are
forced into using a more complex, less reliable form of rate
setting, the expense will be passed on to the consumer. Insurance is risk management, and a low risk group should not have to
subsidize a high risk group.
If consumers want unisex insurance,
then let the market place and competition influence the insurance
industry rather than legislation.

,

I have always supported and believed in women's issues, but I
feel that unisex insurance, and the resulting higher rates, will
only hurt most women.
Sincerely,

Linda McCluskey
1500 Virginia Dale
Helena, Montana
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March 14, 1985
TESTIMONY IN OPPOSITION TO HB 366 and HB 507
Mr. Chairman and Members of the Senate Judiciary Committee:
My name is Anne Brodsky and I am here today to speak on behalf of the
Women's Lobbyist Fund (WLF), a 3,000 member organization which serves
as a coalition of women's groups and individuals across Montana. As
you know, the WLF took the lead in 1983 ip lobbying for passage of
Montana's gender-free insurance law. I am here today to voice our
strong opposition to HBs 366, and 507 and, for that matter, any weakening
of the gender-free insurance law that comes before the 1985 Legislature.
You may ask why the WLF and other women's and consumers groups across
Montana and this country are working so hard to eradicate sex discrimination in insurance. The"answer is that the issue is both a civil rights
issue and an economic one, and the two are always inextricably related.
On the civil rights front, ~iscrimination in i~surance is no different
than discrimination in any other area, despite the fact that the industry
hides behind actuarial tables in its attempt to justify this discrimination. The industry did the same not long ago when attempting to justify
race-based insurance rates with its actuarial tables.
It has been said that this law is being promoted by a small minority
of people. This is simply not true.' 'The industry, itself, provides
a study of public sentiment on the subject. In a 1980 study conducted
for the Ameridan Council of Life Insurance, respondents, when told that
insurance premiums depend in part on a person's relative risk of dying,
by a 72% margin opposed the use of sex in determining premiums. What
did these respondents think should be used to determine premiums: the
causally-related categories of age (71%), occupation (70%), cancer (69%),
heart disease (69%), hazardous hobbies (67%), smoking (63%), and weight
(55%).
Sex may be one of the easiest categories in which to group people. A
person's sex may be identified when she or he walks through the door
to purchase insurance, calls on the phone, or states her or his name.
Race is almost as easy to identify. However, there are legal forms of
subdividing the risk pool and there are unconstitutional ones. The
Montana Constitution speaks plainly and clearly in its prohibition of
sex discrimination in both the public and p~ivate sectors.
On ,the economic front,I will recount a personal experience. Just last
week, I purchased a major medical health insurance policy, with a $1,000
deductible. This policy does not cover pregnancy (although it does
cover pregnancy complications). The cost? $377.89/year. Had my
hypothetical twin brother purchased the identical policy, he would have
been charged $216/yr., a $161/yr. difference, only because of his and
my sex. My smoking habits, drinking habits, and exercfse habits were
not even questioned.
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,WLF testimony
page 2
Had I been covered by an employer-sponsored health plan, the rates
would have been the same for me and my (hypothetical) twin brother.
Th~ 1983 u.s. Supreme Court decision .in Arizona v. Norris, which
concluded that employer-based pension plans may not pay women lower
benefits than similarly situated men, applies with equal reasoning
to employer-based health plans. Without Montana's gender-free
insurance law, we must live with a 2-tiered system of justice. This
is particularly significant in Montana, where employer-sponsored health
coverage among civilian workers is the lowest in the nation: 37.63%
.(Employee Benefit Research Institute - see attached).
The elimination of sex. discrimination in insurance has taken and will
continue to take place. In the 4 states that prohibit the use of sex
and marital status in auto insurance rates (Hawaii, Massachusetts,
Michigan, and North Carolina), excellent public acceptance of their
laws is reported. These states demonstrate that the industry can and
will change '" even if fighting the c.hap.ifls until the very end. Andin
some instances, the industry has begu~to use the mandate of non-gender
employer-sponsored benefit plans to promote its product, with the
advertising of attractive "unisex" policies.:··

~
~

~

i

~

I

Finally, I wish t~ speak briefly to the bills.· First, I will have you I
note that subsection (1) of both bills, which refers to availability,
I
states that an insurer may take "marital status into account for the
purpose of defining persons eligible for dependent benefits." Does
this mean that a single mother could be denied availability of insura~
for her children merely because she is single?
Second, I wish to comment on HB 366, which has been referred to as a
"compromise" bill. As stated in a letter by the American National
Insurance Company to a Montana Senator, " ••• either HB 366 or HB 507
would effectively repeal the Unisex legislation." HB 366 prohibits
_
discrimination on the basis of sex or marital status in any type of
•
insurance that is part of an employee benefit plan. An employee benefit
plan, at present, may not discriminate on the basis of sex, as I just
explained, pursuant to the Norris decision.
I might also add that the WLF, in good faith, agreed to 2 compromises
in 1983: adding the grandfather clause and adding the October 1, 1985
delayed effective date. It takes 2 to compromise and HB 366 should not •
be viewed as a "compromise" bill.
In conclusion, the Montana Legislature should be proud to have taken
the lead in eradicating sex and marital status discrimination in
insurance. There is no reason for the Montana Legislature to move
backwards. The 1983 law should be given a chance to work.

W
I
•

The WLF urges you to give HBS366 and 507 a do not pass recommendation.
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The following is a list of the organizations in Montana that support
the 1983 gender-free insurance law:
ACLU
American Association of University Women
Business and Professional Women
Helena Women's Political Caucus
League of Women Voters
Low Income Senior Citizen Advocates
Montana Democratic Party
Montana Democratic Women's Club
Montana Education Association
Montana Federation of Teachers
Montana Low Income ~oalition
Montana People's Association
Montana Public Interest Research Group
National Organization for WomeQ
Women~is Section of the State Bar
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NON-DISCRIMINA1ION IN INSURANCE
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•
Women's Equity Action League
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Washington, D.C. 20005
P~esident,
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I

Str~et,

2(l2-898--15fJ8

Professor and Chai~,
Department of Mathematics, Statistics. and Computer Science
American University
Washington, D.C.
14 Mat-ch
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As a policy matter, it is clear that
basis of sex is insupportable.

dis~rimination

One should be

treat~d

individual, not disadvantaged as a member of a group.

on the

as an
The only

possible impediment to the implementation of a policy of nondiscrimination in the area of insurlrtce is that of
What would the elimination of discrimination

prac::ticality.

cost and is the benefit worth the cost?
Most of the same arguments against the elimination of
discrimination as are now being made about insurance were made
in the past in attempts to justify discrimination in education,
in employment, in credit, and in housing.

Institution of fair

and equitable treatment in these areas did have a cost--those
who pre\.;i ousl y hel d .,:\n advantage Llnt"el ated to
w~re

pf~rs:,ofial

mel'" i t

forced to give up their privileged position--but the

benefits of equal opportunity far outweigh the cost of lost
unfair privilege.

The implementation of equitable treatment

was sometimes complicated--to judge on the merits may take more
time and effort than to make snap judgments based on sexual or
racial stereotypes.

But educational institutions did not

crumble, banks and other'creditors did not go br'oke; they all
adjusted ver"y
f':']

~..,ell,

just as inSLlrer"S can i;.'\nd wi 11 adjust to the

iminC:\timl of discrimination should

hclve the

legi~;lators

fortitude aGd sense of equity needed to require them to do so.
Sjnc:.e.::s c:.

m,:~tter

clf public policy, discTimination cannot

be justified, let us turn to practical matters.

The advocates

of continuing discrimination make many arguments,
address only some of the highlights.

,~Llt

her'e we

'III
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Older

wom~n

gr-oups who are

and single women heads of household are the

di:';~Jr"CipOt·ti

J.~,

onatel y t-epr-esented among those

Certainly their poverty cannot be

living in poverty.

cjiscr-in,in.:d.icJn

1+6 3Cuie ~ 507

.'.:\

-factur

and the elimincltion Df

discrimination would be an economic advantage to them.

Some

proponents of discrimination argue that those whomen who are
under twenty-five
the

hi~]her

auto

~nd

heads of households will be unable to pay

j nsurc\nc:~:,'

ratc?s that the el imination of
In the first

discrimination on the basis of sex wil; bring.

place, there are relatively few of these women and secDndly,

insurance rates for any
,::,11

exce~t

careless drivers.

c::ate(JOt-ies of insur-a,nc(:>, they may

If thc'i

h'::'<\ii:?

.::~ 11

l~ell

daughtE?rs.,

Considpring

be bettet- off.

fin£."

but if they hC:'Ive

even one son, auto insurance is suddenly prohibitively
expensive--no matter how

t·r,,: "I"

t~I('

rr-c's;cl"lt
'~h<;i:

c:ar~flll

d:,~,,(r-:iiii]n·:tl':·'V

til!."

,/C':.',fIC]

iilif'i

the young man, no matter how

s'i~;;t.c'ir.

1;:iq~lt

CII"'1\;[:

It

cif,(O,"I'

".t,i.:'

[<:'1'

t n·C·.tte'I'· t,.:)
.:);",1,

~:';:.

0+
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for'c:ed fur-ttH'Jr- into poverty.
In fact,

in many cases discrimination in auto insurance is

not really discrimination against men or in favor of women, but
is discrimination against the parents of young men,

including

parents who are single women heads of household.
In addition to the mothers of teenage sons who will be
helped by the elimination of sex discrimination in insurance,
most women over 25 will benefit as well.

The fact that they do

not get an adequate discount for the fact that they, on the
average, drive fewer miles, means they are currently paying
more than their fair share for auto insurance.

If se:.;

~o,Jer-e

no

longer used as a surrogate for miles dr-iven for the under--25
group, and the

r~~l

risk factors were used for- everyone, the

insur-ance of most women over- 25 would cer-tainly be cheaper-.
But, one might say, at least women living on the edge of
pover-ty have the advantage of cheaper life insurance to protect
their families.

PI-obably not.

all, it will be a small policy.

If they can affor-d insur-ance at
The differences in rates per

$1000 on small and lar-ge policies ar-e far- larger- than can be
accounted for by administr-ative savings.

Moreover, with a

disability pr-emium waiver the rates on life insur-ance policies
for men and women

diff~r

only slightly--sometimes the women

r-ates if sex wer-e not used to determine

r~tes.

Wh i 1 E ther-e ar-f.'

conflicting stLldie::;, ther-e is <;=er-tainly solid evidel1c.:e that if
life style factors are controlled for-,

there is no differ-encE
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Finally, if our poverty-ridden working mother is one of
the minority of women who work for an employer who provides
group life insurance, her life insurance is unisex anyway,
showing that unisex is not only feasible for life insurance but
is

~".jidely

used.

As to heal th and di sab iii t Y i nsur ance--ei ther the

~Joman

has such insurance throu~h an employer and it is unisex or if
it is individual the rates are discriminatory on the basis of
sex, and she will not be able to afford the insurance--for
herself or for her family.

Should medical care be needed,

welfare is the only solution.

displaced homemakers who had been covered by their husbands'
group policies.

Not only are they faced by discriminatory

rates, but any pr'obllO!ms arisi"ng from earlier pregnancies or
childbirth may be totally excluded from the private coverage.
The older woman who has an annuity or pension may well
receive 15% or more less than a man with the same work
experience, as pensions have only recently been equalized.
WOlilen

's pensi ons at-E'! al

rE'c:~dy

~~mall---vJhen

they e:-: i s t a t c:d 1--

because women were paid less throughout their working careers;

A middle-aged widow living on the brink of poverty may
want to invest the modest proceeds of her spouse's life
insurance in an annuity to help her in her old age since with a
shortened working career of her own she faces a

blea~
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However, for privately-bought annuities she will

r'et i rement.

still in most cases face sex discriminatory rates.
It'is clear that discrimination in insurance is a
contributor to the feminization of poverty; its elimination
will help women who are poor.

Miles driven is the· single best predictor of accident
rates.

While miles driven is currently used in some form or

another by most insurers, the use is not very rational.

For

example, someone who lives thirty miles outside an urban area
and commutes in will generally pay a surcharge of about 15% on
a basic rate of,

s~y

Th~

$150.

car will

be on the crowded

city streets all day, the traffic in which it is driven will
be heavy.

A worker who lives in the urban area and commutes

thirty miles to the suburbs has the roads and streets virtually
to

She pays a 15% surcharge on a basic 5600 rate.

her~elf.

Thus the same number of miles costs the first worker $22.50 and
the second worker 590.

It is not clear that miles driven to

work should be treated the same as other miles anyway, as it is
thp ldte-night, potentially tired and drunk drivers who pose
the most serious threat.

that hc;. ve no YE'cu"ly state inspection, once thet"·p h.:\s Leen an

acci dent one can check the odometer"
pal icy hoI detaccuratE? .

'~

statement

Oil

r'ec:.~di

ng to see whether" the

the i nsuro.\nce app I i cat ion

Wi'lS

Also, insurance companies--relying on sex as a
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surrogate for mileage--now rarely ask their policy holders
whether the initial

information supplied years ago is still

accurate, even though they presumably base their rates on it.
The notion that rates are precisely calculated on the
basis of risk factors is an illusion insurers try to project.
In fact,

their factors and their predictions are pretty crude.

In Pennsylvania, one major company pulled out of the disability
insurance business when it was reavealed that there was QQ
statistical basis for their discriminatory rates.
If a young male driver is listed for a car, auto insurers
will credit an accident by any driver of that car as a
tTlale accic:lt':'nt," no matt.er
pr

"

E?C

i Serl£?ES.

The pr-actice

WhCI

\I'~as

rlic:~ny

"young

dt-:iving---so much for

majc.w in:5ul-ers

of giving a

I"ic:~ve

10 or 15% discount on auto insurance to insurees who carry home
insuran~e

with the same company is certainly a pricing practice

unrelated to risk factors;

such a substantial discount cannot

possibly be accounted for by administrative costs.

Moreover,

in life insurance most of the first year's premium and a
substantial proportion of that of subsequent years goes as
curnmissiorl to the agent---why should Hie cotTHnissj on

bF.~

for a sale to a male than for a sale to a female?

Certainly

commissions al-e not

0,1

te,l.! di+iicuJt or" thi:lt

bigger"

precisE:': cost-based fJr"icirig factor.

~'E.'ople

will

liE.

lie is unfortunately true--with respect to insurance
information as in other things.

But thE'Y Can arlej do Ii

€'"

currently, and insurers deal with it by not payjng fraudulent
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claims.

It is not difficult t.o collE'ct some of the informat.ion

relevant to risks; more important,

if the rates are based on

real risk-related factors, there is an incentive to change
.~

driving habits, rewire a house, stop smoking, lase weight.
such act i ems reduce t.he ri sk i nvol v~.

All

Currently the only

incentive is for a sex change.
Insurers formerly used race but not sex for determining
rates.

The system worked very well for insurers;

prospered.

they

Then about forty years ago race was eliminated as a

determinant of rates; the system still worked well.

Then,

about thirty years ago, sex was added and from the insurers'
point of view the system still worked well.
pc,:i fit

cif vi E'vl of

policy.

~'JOnlf~n

nor

But. not from t.he

ft-om the point of viPvJ o-f publ ic

Discrimination on the basis of sex, like

dis,crimination on the basis of race,

is

QQi

"fair"

discrimination.
Insurers like to say that race and sex are not the same;
that is certainly true.

However, when'it comes to mortality,

in both cases they serve as a proxy for life style.

The higrler

mortality of blacks is related to their lower socioeconomic
stat.us,

just.

c.~s

thE'

h.i ghel- mortal i ty of

sino\':ing, drinkincJ and other life style
C dr,

change, fIi<.<ny o-f t hE'!:'-,e chat" ac t

!:,t2ttus.

mc~rl

is r'E-'J. atE!d to

factol~s.

!"'t· is t. i c s

mur'8

t~lei

At least men

E',:,,:; i

l. Y th c.\n

r'
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individual treatm8nt conflicts with the basic irlsurance
principle of grouping for the purpose of risk assessment.
this true one might still argue that insurance,

important

though i t may be, should not override fundamental
g~verning

the American way of life.

to a showeJm·m

betwec~n

the AfilE'l- i

Ci:m

However,
W'::\y

0+

Were

principles
are not forced

w~

1 if€? arid thp g lor i OLlS;

institution of insurance.
There is no conflict

betw~en

grouping on the bais of risk

factors and individual treatment so long as the factors are not
the invidlouS ones such as race,

se~,

religion,

and national

origin that insLlrers use as pro:des.for- the real risk factor-so
No one quarrels with charging more to insure frame than brick

one quarrels with charging the obese more for
Interestingly, however, a federal

life insurance.

agency survey showed that in

Chicago the owners of perfectly maintained buildings with a
ZIP code indicating a predominantly black neighborhood were
charged mol" e for fire insurance than wer"e the Ol-'mers of a"
building with fire code violations in a predominantly white
nEighborhood.
Insurance pt-inc:iple5 cOf"lflict \'-Jith civil
01-,1),

when i

nSUI~E:TS

r-ights, pruincjples

i nsi st on the use of i nvi d i ous

{4nothet- pI" obab iIi t y scam is the i nvocat. i or, of t.he Law of
Large NLlnlbE'rS as an e:-:CLlse for not using tt-",e akpropriC"d:e risk
classificetions to replace invidious discrimination.

In
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essence what insurers say is that the groups used in risk
classifications must be large enough to make possible an
accurate calculation of risk;

thus,~they contend,

miles driven, driving record, make

raf

if we use

car, etc.--or obesity,

drinking and smoking in the case of life insurance--the
homogeneous groups will be too small for an accurate prediction
of the risk involved.
Insurers can't have it both ways; every time they classify
by sex they split their group in half.

For' thE? 1 argE:?st

possible pool, no classifcation at all would be used.
a number of predictors are used, albeit not as well

might be.

In fact,

as they

If gender is used, in general each group will be

hal f as I ar-ge

.J.S

it woul d be

~'ll;.~re

gender not uS;E?d.

Fot"-

example, if we start with a group of 100,000, classification by
gender yields two groups of 50,000 each.

If 50% of men and

women smoke, classification by smoking alone also yields two
groups of 50,000 each.

Use of gender

~s

well as sex results in

four groups of 25,000 each.
But in fact it is not only the size of the group that
It

hCHIIC)(]eneit'l of the
v,::.x i

gl~oup;

if a group of

is al::ii.J the

10,000 shm'Js little

at i Gn i3.mong the members of the gt-OUP, it is bet tm- few

ac.curC:\te ri<:=;k-'predictors sLlch as sfTloking, drir.Ling, dt-i·.'ing

•
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but only because it is a goad

predictor of driving records and of

s~oking

and drinking

It is also a good predictor of success in graduate

habits.

school--but we don't use it to deny admission to women.
Insur-ers claiHI they need se:; for

"cost---basE·d" pricing.

fc?ct is that they fr'equE'r,tly have littlE;
c:ot'TI:?lation UE'twE,'pn

SE~:':

and ""isl

inform,~tiorl

or mi':us£:' what they

The

on thE'
hav",~;

the

pricing is more "conjecture-based" than "cost-based."
It mi ght b8 i ni:erest i ng if other- i ndustr i es used "costs"
as an excuse for discrimination like the insurance industry
dops.

For example, rates for air freight are based on weight;

passenger rates are not.
H.::)I,'J(]\'E!r,

IlU

01'18

I.-Jc:<nts;

It would be "fairer" if thE"')i were.

to add

weighing each passen~er.

tCl

thlO?

hi.\~;;'oIF'

<-it

th(;:: Cllr-pCJt"t h y

Since men weigh more on the average

than do women, they cost more to transport.

WI-IY not

just

It has been alleged that the elimination of sex
discrimination in insurance will cause everyone's rates to

Rat:E'~;

the

op~,Josition

o·f

thE' industry tel the

discrimination such a mystet'y.

f(lI~

€~liminc:\tjon

SC)()F?

ma/

iJO

of

The apportionment of premiums,
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as policy to the pt"inciple of disct"'ifTlination on the basis of
SE~:·:

•

Or alternatively,

taking a careful

I"

-I

if insurers simply oppose anyone's

look at thelr rate structure and exposing the

Cl,llegedly "cost-based" pricing as a fraud and as a means for some
insurees to subsidize others, then one could understand their
reluctance to change.

If with the institution of unisex rates,

the premiums increase on the average mare

th~n

what is

accounted for by inflation or increased numbers of claims, it
cannot be due to the elimination of sex discrimination;

instead

it must be blamed on the desire of the insurers for increased
profits.
In fact,

many compan i

E'S

C"Llt"T£?rIt 1 Y mar ket. mar: y I: i nd 5 of
'#

insurance en a non-discriminatory basis--employment-related
health, life and disability insur.!tlce, annuities and pensions;
individual disability insurance for professionals;

auto

insurance by all companies in four states and by some companies
in all states;

Blue Cross health insurance.

The ratE's "H'e

competitive, and the companies are doing well.
In Michigan, when sex discrimination in auto insurance was

others went down.

I t turns out t:hat the frequerltl y t-epeated

horror story of a young woman whose rates went up 350% can

t"':r:d,,\~n((~
I

Ec.Cord~

IT/ the' +;:",,:,t

'l..r,us

i:,cqui!"'ir,'j

lilst "t"
t-"Ii~:'

fHdn'it.,c!

S,CJ(h:>O"le

b~

l.iU', ". b.::..c: cit"i\/iliq

t-'o:\tinU.

substantial increases to good drivers, and an extensive study has
::'.t,uwn thc:d

thE

I
I

systt'(l:

is. wlwkllig well

l'lith Yl.t"tllall), no

~

To answer the questions posed at the beginning--there is
little cost to eliminating discrimination in insurance and there
is sUbstantial benefit.

What then can be said in favor of

retaining sex discrimin0tion in insurance?
commerce different from others?

Why is this avenue of

The major difference is that

insurance has always been regulated by the states, not by the
federal government.

But that is little reason for insurance to

be the last bastion of discrimination.

The finest tradition of

states' rights is for statee to lead the way in protecting the
rights of their people--men

~Q~

women.
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PREGNANCY DISCRIMINATION IS SEX DISCRIMINATION
Testimony by Montana NOW
Senate Judiciary Committee
Montana State Legislature
14 March 1985

Pregnancy discrimination in insurance is sex discrimination.

ACTUARIAL CERTAINTY

Excluding pregnancy-related conditions from the health

insurance risk pool is sex discrimination.

This would be true if women were

solely responsible for reproduction. but it is no less true for the fact-indeed the actuarial certainty--that every baby born will have one male
parent.

It would be sex discrimination if all pregnancy-related conditions

were excluded.

It is still sex discrimination if only

~

pregnancy-related

conditions are excluded from contracts that cover other conditions more fully.

Although it has been our experience that insurers' cost figures invariably
merit critical attention. it is not our purpose to question the fact that
there is a price tag on human reproduction.

Every pregnancy initiated by a woman and a man involves expense. whether it
culminates in abortion. miscarriage. or childbirth.

For women and men not to
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initiate pregnancies costs money too--for vasectomy, tubal ligation, and a
variety of other more or less permanent contraceptive measures.

Moreover,

treatment of reproductive organs can be expensive, with a considerable array
of procedures required from time to time by either women or men.

Given the mutual involvement of women and men in the process of human
reproduction, the denial to women--but not to men--of insurance coverage for
medical services related to reproduction is sex discrimination.

RESPONSIBILITY -- In public education and the criminal Justice system, two
areas of broad public concern analogous to human reproduction, an assumption
of societal responsibility mandates as public poliCy that costs be shared by
all taxpayers, despite their disparate involvement with the services they are
helping to finance.

Adults of all ages are taxed to support the publiC

schools, and women's taxes subsidize the criminal Justice system, the cost of
which is overwhe1min91y attributable to men.

The fact that a considerable proportion of health insurance is sold by private
carriers should not be allowed to obscure its Quasi-publiC tunction in the
economy or to override the responsibility of insurers to serve the public
900d.

Insurers should not be permitted by state law to impose an economic

penalty on women tor sustainin9 the major physical burden Ot human
reproduction.

VOLUNTARY PREGNANCY -- Insurers base denial Ot coverage on the ground that
pregnancy is a "voluntary" condition.

The credibility Ot the insurers'

Page 2
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"voluntary condition" excuse is tested by askin9 what would happen if' women
were to Quit "volunteerin9" for pregnancy."

Insurance plans often reveal attempts at social engineerin9.
eligible for maternity coverage on family plans.
coverage are not.

Wives are

Women buyin9 individual

This differentiation implies a value Judgment about who is

entitled to be pre9nant.

Do insurers also disallow coverage for treatment of

venereal disease in married men on the assumption that married men should not
contract such diseases?

Or that the disease was contracted voluntarily?

It should oCCur to le9islators proposin9 bills to re-legalize sex
discrimination that would assess women alone for maternity costs to Question
why women are also routinely assessed for medical costs, wholly or primarily
attributable to men. such as prostate surgery. heart surgery, and repairs of
sports injuries.

Insurers say that treatment for alcohol ism and the illnesses

(

associated with it amount to some $24 billion per year (exclusive of
injuries), but they do not divide this expense by sex.

Comparisons could be multiplied to illustrate how sex discrimination in health
insurance violates the insurance principle of poolin9 risks and does so at the
expense of women.

The point. however. is not to do sex disCrimination better.

but to eliminate it entirely because it is inherently abusive to women.
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AUTO INSURANCE: SEX-BASED PRICES OVERCHARGE WOMEN
Testimony Against Sex Discrimination
by
Montana NOW
Senate Judiciary Committee
Montana State Legislature
14 March 1985

SEX-BASED PRICES ON AUTO INSURANCE OVERCHARGE WOMEN.

This fact is absolutely

clear from insurance industry information used in Congressional testimony to
oppose federal nondiscrimination in insurance legislation in 1981 and 1983.
The attached NOW charts A, B, and C demonstrate this, as do the attached
insurance industry charts D and E.

Sources are documented on the charts and

in the Appendix.

Chart A -- UNISEX: THREAT VS. REALITY
•

This chart compares what insurers threaten to do with what they really do
in changing from sex-based to unisex prices.

(Price levels are shown as

relative to $1.00 for the lowest-priced insurance.)

•

The upper figure (left side) show relative 1983 prices charged by three
companies -- called A, B, and C in the insurance testimony -- in Billing to
insure identical family cars driven by 19 year old women "occasional
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G

operators" with identical driving records.

(Insurance for young women

c

"principal operators" is generally priced even higher.)

•

Because the young driver surcharge is typically appl ied to a family policy
and paid by parents, insurers know that threatening to raise young women's
prices gives adult men an excuse to oppose unisex prices, ostensibly on
behalf of daughters.

•

Q. -- Why would anyone buy from company C?

A. -- because companies A and B

may refuse insurance without explanation to applicants who are divorced,
have low incomes, have changed Jobs or residences several times, are not
credible witnesses, or are viewed as high risk for some other reason.

•

The upper figure [right side] shows the higher priCes that the insurance
lobby threatens those companies would charge if sex-based prices were
prohibited.

•

What really happens when sex-based prices are prohibited?

The lower

columns show how three major companies really made the change from sexbased to unisex prices for the parents of 19 year old women drivers in
DETROIT, as reported by the Michigan Insurance Bureau in a survey covering
six major companies sell ing

•

SO~

of auto insurance in Michigan.

Two companies lowered rates and one company. State Farm. adopted a noncompetitive rate, obviously for the purpose of pricing itseif out of the
youth market.

('"

"'

I

•

r ,

"'\ . . . ,

prices for women.)
1980~ f)!' sex-based
, •f
"or'-

r !"\
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(Of the six companies. 3 raised the
Page 2

prices for parents of 19 old women and 3 lowered them in the change from

c

sex-based to unisex prices in Detroit.)

•

Because Michigan made it i lle9al for a company to refuse to sell its
lowest-priced insurance to any customer -- that's "take all comers" -women could compare prices and change to another company if their prices
were raised.

•

Without this requirement, insurers oHen refuse to sell their lowest-priced
brand of insurance to certain customers, such as divorced women.

The

customer may be referred to a subsidiary Company which sells higher priced
insurance under a different brand name.

(For example, Dairyland is one of

the high-priced subsidiaries of Sentry Insurance.

In Montana, Dairyland

has sent a letter (a copy is attached a10n9 with a comparison of Dairy1and
and Sentry prices) to women pol icyholders threatenin9 that unisex insurance
will make their already high prices 90 uP.)

Chart B. -- AUTO INSURANCE IS NOT COST-BASED
•

This chart breaks drivers into two age groups: the smaller 9roup is youn9
women and men, whose prices are based on sex.
representing

80~

The larger group,

of the auto insurance market, is composed of men and women

above age 25.

•

At the top is MILEAGE
group averages per year.

column lengths show the relative mileage each
Men drive more than women, and adults drive more

than young drivers.
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•

In the middle row are accident rates.
women do at all
women's at all

middle row), and

•

their accident rate is consequently

a~es,

--

a~es
43~

Because men drive more miles than
than

hi9her for adult men (4.4 vs. women's 3.2,

38~

hi~her

overall.

The bottom row shows insurance price levels.

If SEX-BASED auto insurance

prices were COST-BASED, as insurers claim, prices at all
consistently reflect this

hi~her

si~nificant

a~es

would

difference between men's and women's

average accident rates.
•

Instead. women under age 25 are charged much more than adult men, although
youn~

•

women have a

lO~

Let me repeat that:

lower accident rate than adult men (4.0 vs. 4.4).

women under

a~e

25 are charged much more than adult

men, although young women have a lOr. lower accident rate than adult men.
You may well ask how insurers can possibly call that a break for youn9
women.

•

Women over 25 --

of women drivers -- are

80~

despite adult men's

38~

accident rate.

hi~her

char~ed

the same as adult men.

WOMEN ARE THUS OVERCHARGED

FOR AUTO INSURANCE THROUGHOUT THEIR DRIVING LIFETIME AT AN ANNUAL COST
EXCEEDING $2 BILLION.

•

The

lO~

discount

som~times

offered to single women over

accurately reflect the nearly
women's accident rates.

40~
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/

30 does not

difference between adult men's and

The fact that it is offered inconsistently or not

at all further indicates that it is related to sell
Farm does not offer this

a~e

sin~le

women's discount.)

in~,

not cost.

(State

•

Married women of any age are rated as adult men. although marital status is
irrelevant to miles driven and thus to risk of accidents.

Chart C. -- WOMEN PAY MORE PER MILE
•

This chart takes the average MILEAGE rates. ACCIDENT rates. and PRICE
levels for adult men and women (above age 25) from the previous chart and
puts them side by side for comparison.

•

On average. women drive FEWER MILES (left columns] than men, and have FEWER
ACCIDENTS [middle columns) as a result.

•

But, insurers charge women the same PRICES (r i ght Co 1umns] as men even
though women as a group represent less risk and a lower cost to insure.

•

This practice discriminates against all low-mileage, careful drivers -- a
category in which women predominate.

•

Because auto insurance is not cost-based. insurers' threats that unisex
pricing will "force young working women to pay much more" are a del iberate
deception which is contradicted by actual results in states using

unise~

prices (Hawaii. North Carolina. Massachusetts. and Michigan.)

•

Sex discrimination

i~

always used selectively, without regard to actual

risk. and always to the advantage of insurers and their preferred
customers.

Chart D. -- This chart is used by the Insurance Industry to show that men of
~l

driving ages have many more accidents than women.
Page 5
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Organization for Women agrees with this observation and questions why
prices do not reflect this difference.

Note that the highest vehicle death

rate for teenage women is lower than the lowest death rate for men (that's
at age 60).

Chart E. -- This chart is used by the Insurance Industry to show that even on
a mileage basis men still have more accidents than women.

NOW agrees with

this observation and questions again why prices do not reflect this
d i Herence.

Mileage does, however, account for most of the difference shown by Chart
Government statistics for 1981, 1982, and 1983, cited by insurers in

~

Congressional testimony, show that men's accident rates on a mileage basis
were 4X to 9X higher than women's for those years.

This sort of

d i Herent i ali s what wou 1 d be expected from data cited by a

Q

& A book 1et

(December, 1984) in support of sex discrimination by major insurance trade
associations:

"Overall, male drivers have 6 times as many major

convictions as female drivers."

(Answer 5.)

Men's 5 to 1 greater alcohol

rate alone would be a significant contributor to this difference.

NOW first called attention to the discrepancy between accident rates and auto
insurance prices in its advertisement WILL THE ERA BE SACRIFICED FOR THE
INSURANCE NUMBERS GAME? published June 3, 1982 in the New York Times, Wall
Street Journal. and Los Angeles Times.

The ad stated "The insurance companies

are therefore overcharging low-mileage. sober. careful drivers of all ages.
men as well as women. by more than 30r..

This means a yearly overcharge of at

least $60 on a $200 premium, or more than $240 on an $800 premIum."
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~

Concluding statement.

The only productive result of the auto insurers'

obstinate defense of sex discrimination is one that the insurers obviously
never intended -- an increased consumer sophistication that will have a long
term impact on the way auto insurance is sold.

The insurers' refusal to

comply with the mandate of the Montana Equal Rights Amendment and the barrage
of threats and misinformation that they are imposing on the publiC is forcing
an analysis of their methods which reveals serious Consumer abuse.

Stripped

of the false claim to statistical relevance. the welter of rating factors is
shown to be a price and availability shell game in which only the most favored
customers are winners -- and few women are included in this select group.

By

eliminating the sex-based double standard. the Montana unisex insurance law
promises real benefits to consumers.

APPENDIX.

That will be a genuine break for women.

Background Information.

Chart A. -- Unisex: Threat vs. Reality
Bill ings prices are from 1983 Congressional testimony against
S.372/HR.100. the Nondiscrimination In Insurance Act. by T. Lawrence Jones.
President of the American Insurance AssociatIon. before the Senate Commerce
Committee and the House Energy and Commerce Committee (House Committee Report
page 357). Detroit prices are from the Michigan Insurance Bureau's Study: ~
YEAR OF CHANGE: The Essential Insurance Act in 1981, which compared the prices
at the end of 1980 based on sex and marital status for young drivers with the
prices for the same drivers in 1981 when basing rates on sex and marital
status became illegal. The prices of the six major companies that insure over
80~ of the private cars in Michigan were surveyed.
The changes for the three
companies shown are typical. Of the six companies studied, 3 lowered prices,
and 3 raised them for the famil ies of women "occasIonal operators" age 19.
<The new law's restrictions on territorial differentials -- "red-lining" -led some companies to make changes in territorial base prices that contributed
to the price changes between 1980 and 1981.)
The Essential Insurance Act made it easy for Michigan automobile owners to
change insurance Companies to get the lowest-priced price for their category
(for example: automobile type and use, ages of drivers) because of two very
important provisions of the Act: one is that insurance companies must sell
insurance to all licensed drivers with good driving records (fewer than 7
"el igibil ity points" assigned for traffiC violations and at-fault accidents),
and the other provision IS that agents must offer customers insurance from the
lowest-priced insurance for a customer's category from among the companies
they represent. ' - V ' " , •. •
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Chart B. -- Auto Rates Not Cost-based
Mileage and accident rates are ~rom Congressional testimony by the
Alliance o~ American Insurers (1983) in the same hearings cited above (House
Committee report pages 311 and 313.)
Insurance price levels are ~rom the Insurance Services O~~ice's. rating
manual "Personal Auto Manual." 1980. ISO is an industry association ~or
comparing data that a~~ects insurance prices.
The National Organization for Women was the ~irst to call attention to the
discrepancy between accident rates and insurance company prices for auto
insurance when it published the advertisement "WILL THE ERA BE SACRIFICED FOR
THE INSURANCE NUMBERS GAME?" June 3. 1982 in the New York Times. Wall Street
Journal (midwest edition). and Los Angeles Times. The ad Quotes 1981 industry
Congressional testimony (by the Alliance of American Insurers) in support o~
keeping sex discrimination legal that overall "males drivers have 1.43 times
as many reported accidents as females." The NOW advertisement concluded' about
this large di~ference in accident rates between men and women of all ages that
"sex does not determine low accident frequency. It is rather that the true
causal factors. such as low mileage. obedience to traf~ic laws. sobriety. are
more typical of women than men ..•• The insurance companies are there~ore
overcharging low-mIleage. sober. careful drivers o~ all ages. men as well as
women. by more than 30Y-. This means a yearly overcharge o~ at least $60 on a
$200 premium. or more than $240 on an $800 premium." chiefly ~or women.
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UNISEX: THREAT VS. REALITY
Price Levels for Women Age 19
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Dairyland®
A Member of Ihe Senlly Family 01 Insurance Companoes

Oalryland Insurance Company
421 Broadway
Box 9303
Denver, CO 80209
303 144·1831

January, 1985

Dear Montana Policyholder:
House Bill 358 was enacted into law last year. This proposal takes effect October 1,
1985, and is expected to dramatically increase the cost of automobile insurance for
many Montana women. We are concerned about the effect this measure will have on
you and the premiums you pay.
House Bill 358 provides that it is "unlawful to discriminate solely on the basis of sex
or marital status in the issuance or operation of any type of insurance policy, plan.
or coverage. This company agrees that all forms of unfair discrimination should
be prohibited. However. the use of sex as a distinction in insurance is not unfair
discrimination. To the contrary, these distinctions are based on sound statistics upon
which fair rates can be developed. Sex has proven to be a highly relevant characteristic
in auto rates and individual life insurance and annuities.
It

Eliminating the use of sex as a classification significantly alters the amount of premium
paid by men and women for all kinds of insurance. This action would not advance the
cause of women's rights or civil rights. as proponents claim. In fact, sex "discrimination"
in automobile insurance is an area where such distinction actually benefits the group
whose rights are supposedly violated.
In particular, policyholders who carry coverage for female drivers between the ages of
16 and 25 will be affected. Among young single drivers, there is a significant statistical
difference. Young women have far fewer, and less serious, accidents than young men.
Because young women drivers will be forced to pay a greater portion of the losses
caused by young men under the new law, automobile Insurance premiums for women
In this category will be Increased substantially. For instance, a 23-year-old Helena
driver could see average premium jumps of $140 to $228. In Billings, the average
increase could range from $157 to $288.
Dairyland Insurance Company will be working in Helena this year to alert legislators to
the disastrous economic impact of unisex insurance on budgets of young female drivers many of whom are single heads of households unable to afford the higher premiums
this law mandates. Your legislators need to hear from you, their constituents, if we are
to be successful in striking this unfair law from Montana's book of statutes.
With this in mind. we hope that if you agree with us on unisex, you will make an effort to
call or write your state representative and senator to inform them of your concerns. As a
constituent, your views can be very influential in determining how legislators vote. Please
take a moment today to express your opinion. A list of legislators and districts is shown
on the reverse side of this letter for your convenience.
Thank you very much.
Sincerely,

."~f.cl7

Henry J. Lang
Resident Vice President
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GAME?

Insurance companies use sex discrimination to
make profits. They overcharge women on premiums
and shortchange them on benefits. Tens to hundreds of dollars, mu~iplied by millions of customers,
repeated year after year.
The Equal Rights Amendment would change
all that.
That's why insurance companies may feel they
have a vested Interest In fighting to defeat the ERA.
That's why they have been wornlng hard to block
other attempts to prohibit sex diSCrimination that
would affect Insurance. Over the past six years,
strong ERA campaigns have been meeting
unexpected resistance in key state legislatures. At
the same time, consumer-backed campaigns to
prohibit sex discrimination in insurance rates were
being q'uietly sabotaged by insurance lobbyists in
some of those state legislatures.
•

Why Should the Healthier Sex Pay \
More for Health Insurance?'
"J
The fact is they shouldn't.
According to the industry's own 1980-81 Source
Book of Health Insurance women have shorter
.
.
hospital stays than men. And women lose fewer ,
wornlng days than men, even counting childbirth.
But, In spite of these facts. Insurance compa"les
char~e women up to twice as much as men for
medical Insurance (frequently excluding even
pregnancy beneflts~ and u~ to twice as much for
disability coverage.

r

I

How Can One Woman Have 'TWo
Lifespans?
In life. annuity and pension insurance plans.
they give women one lifespan for premium pur~
poses and another, different, lifespan for paying
out benefits. The result IS that women "save" 10%
to 20% on life premiums' (although according to
the industry's own figures, the savings should be
closer to 40%4). However, they get shortchanged
significantly on retirement benefits they need to
live on.'
The folklore that says women outlive men is
precisely that-folklore. The truth is, 85% of all
women live no longer than 85% of all men' Smoking, overweight, drinking, recKlessness, and other
factors all affect a person's lifespan much more
than hiS or her sex does. Besides, these are factors
over which people have some control, and I.VhICh
they could change In order to get better rates.
Sex IS not Yet sex IS one factor that insurance
companies use almost Invariably in setting rates.

Co Women Really Get a Break on
Auto Insurance?
Insurance company lobbYists and lawyers are
fighting state efforts to prohibit sex discriminallOn
In auto Insurance rates. They claim the change
wouid force female drivers to pay higher premiums.
(Opponents of the ERA also use thiS argument.)
ThiS claim IS false
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An examination of the insurance companies'
rate-setting practices shows how unjust their policy of discrimination really is, to women as well as
to men.
The present discount for female drivers in relation to male drivers is 35% for teenagers, declining
to 0% at age 25 or 30. But sex does not determine
low accident frequency. It is rather that the true
causal factors, such as low mileage. obedience to
traffic laws. sobriety, are more typical of women
than men. Consequently, Highway department
figures show an average 30% difference in accident rates between males and females of sJI ages:
The insurance companies are therefore overcharging Iow-mileage, sober, careful drivers of all
ages, men as well as women,.b more th
0
This means a yearly overcharge 0 at as! $60 on
a $200 premium, or more than $240 on an $800
premium.
In a recent AM1nsyIvania case challenging sexbased auto insurance rates, the company based
its rates on statistics that did not ellen count accidents according to the sex of the drtve~ Instead,
aCCidents were classified "male' or "female"
depending on the sex of the person listed in the
policy as "principal operator" - regardless of who
was driving when,the accident occurred. The
result? The court. with reference to the state's
Equal Rights Amendment, struck down the sexbased rate structure.

The Equal Rights Amendment Will
Provide a National Ban on Sex
Discrimination.

also happens to own 55 insurance companies.)
Insurance lobbyists are there when the public
isn't-helping legislators revise state regulatory
codes and explaining to them how any effective
ban on sex discrimination would disadvantage the
insurance industry.
Insurance companies will continue to discriminate against women until there IS a national
standard to prevent sex discrimination in every
state. The Equal Rights Amendment establishes
just such a national standard. It's an essential tool
that no state legislature, no lObbYISt. no special
interest, no multi-million dollar corporatIOn can take
fNiBY from women.

" the ERA Loses, We'll All Lose
More Than Money
Without a ban on sex discriniination, women
lose significantly every year In excess premiums
and reduced benefits. But. insurance IS Just part of
the problem. Sex discrimination also means fewer
job opportunities for.women, less paY,less security
in the retirement years,less equitable marital property
settlements, even less justice In cases of rape,
battering and sexual harassment. In Short, If women
are denied the Equal Rights Amendment, they
are denied full human rights under the law.
The insurance Industry, in order to protect its
own self-interest, its convenience, and ItS profits,
is actively worning to preserve sex discrimination,
despite ItS real and tragic cost to women. While
the game may seem to advantage one sex or the
other, in It,le end the house always wins.
Now's the time to stop the vested Interests from
blocking the ERA. Contribute your time, your money,
your VOice, in the few short weeks remaining. Tell
the insurance industry how you feel about your right
to legal equality. Write to the following insurance
companies and your own:
Aetna Life and Caau.lty

Insurance is virtually the only interstate industry :;~rit~;~'C~~~;6nue
that is left to the fifty states to regulate. Insurance
(203) 273-0123
regulation is in the hands of the state legislators
""llllllnlurlnel Complny
and is enforced by underbudgeted state insurance ~~~~e.:~:z!'i. 60062
departments, which are no match brthe insurance
(312) 291-5000
companies with their corps of lobbyists. (Uke
"mlrlcon F.rm Bu,,"u
iobbyists from the Farm Bureau, which says it
225 West Touhy Avenue
opposes the ERA on philosophical grounds, but
~~, ~:~~60068

Metropolitan Life Inaur.nee Co.

~! ~;~os~~ ~~~~oe
12'21578·22"

Mulull 01 Omohl

~~~~~o~~~~~~t'aza
14921342-7600

5,.,. FIrm InIUrlnel
Plaza

1 State Farm

~g~~6~t~;,~L 6t701

.-----------------------------------------------------------~
I agree. Sex discrimination must stop.

I
I
I

I
I
f

Equal Rights Amendment
(complete text)

I want to add my support to the Equal Rights
Amendment drive.
I'm enclOSing my contribution In the amount of'

Section 1.
Equality of nghts under Ihe law shall not be
de rued or abndged bv the United States or bv any
State on account of sex.

=$25 =$50

-= $100
........ - - - - - -

=Other _ __

Section 2.
The Congress shall have the power to enforce. by
appropnate legIslatIOn, the pro\1Stons of this artide.

Section 3.

Ths amend men I shall take effect two years after
the date 01 r atlheahan
.

c~~~-----.~rn~E

--~z,p~-----

Please make checks payable to NON ERA
Countdown CampalQn. Retum along WIth thIS form to
NON ERA Countdown Campaign. po. Box 7813,
Washington. D.C 20044
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TESTIMONY ON SEX DISCRIMINATION IN LIFE INSURANCE
Testimony by Montana NOW
Senate Judiciary Committee
Montana State Le9islature
14 March 1985

Insurers claim that women get "breaks" on 1 de insurance.

This insurance

"fact" is used to help Justify underpayin9 women in annuities and pensions.
and overchar9in9 women for health insurance.

Insurers call this "fair sex

discrimination."

But this life insurance "fact" does not square with insurance company price
lists and sales illustrations that show:

•

Women are charged hi9her unit prices for life insurance than men are.
Accordin9 to insurers' testimony, it came about in the followin9 way.

In

search of new markets in the 1950s and rec09nizin9 that women buy smaller
policies, insurers did two thin9s.

They Quietly raised the prices of the

smaller policies women would buy. and they adopted as a sales 9immick the
token "female discount-"

Women may be payin9 as much as $500 mill ion more

for life insurance annually than they would if they were charged the
average unit insurance rates men pay.

The Fi9ure below shows the unit

prices age 35 women and men would pay for 10 years for the average
Page 1
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policy size for all policies purchased in 1981:
$38,000.

Women's average unit price, $4.66, for this Allstate poliCy

exceeds men's average $3.94 by l8X despite the lower cost to insure women.
\
\
\
\
\
\
\

Cullomer

$4.66

LIFE INSURANCE - Price & Cost
\

\

\

\

Pay-In

'"
"

$4

Men', avg.
$3.94

,

~

.....-...........,

Polley Size

YEARLY PRICE

I

&

L__
$3

----------------,
For men

. For women

,

I
l ___________ _

YEARLY COST OF DEATHS

Company

01 men $1.91

$2

-----------------------------------------------01 women

Pay-o"!t

$ t.44

$1

per

TERM INSURANCE

$1,000

Insurance
O~

o
Figure

______

~~

________________

$25.000

POLICY SIZE

~~------~----~~~~

$75,000

$125,000

Typi'cally s~rong variation of prices with policy she for llfe insurance.
Yearly prices for a 10 year term policy. ages 35-44.

The

mor~al1ty

costs derive directly from mortality. tables tha~ at age 40'sbow 1.44
deaths per 1,000 women and 1.91 deaths per 1,000 men.
The prices
per S1,OOO insurance change rapidly with policy size at the smaller
policy amounts owing to the fixed $30 yearly "policy fee, II which produces
the steep price curve.

The steps in the prices reflect discount "bands":

15% over S50,OOO and 30% over $100,000 •

•

Insurers offer women a false discount on men's prices.

Major insurers

(Prudential, Metropolitan, New York Life, for example) are selling what are
represented as men's Whole Life pol icies at a "discount" to women, but
women get less than men do

they get a discounted policy with lower

dividends and less cash value accumulation.
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It must be understood that a

genuine discount buys the identical 900d or service sold to others at the
full price -- not somethin9 else. (It is not really a discount on a
Cadillac d

what you set is a Ford.)

Some insurers, in fact. do sell at a

lower price to women contracts that are otherwise identical to men's -until the cash value is converted to an annuity, at which time a woman's
dollar buys a lower monthly retirement income than a man's •

•

For example, the attached Metropolitan Life sales printouts (produced for
NOW in 1983) for a 5100,000 Whole Life policy taken out at age 25 and
converted into an annuity at ase 65 shows these results:
25 - 64 40 years
Total pay-ins (premiums)

A~es

Tota 1 refunds (dividends)
Guaranteed cash value at 65
A~e 65 +
Guaranteed retirement income
from cash value, monthly

Women
5 32.440

$

Men
35.960

8 ~

38,119

42.185

50.600

54,500

3.900

Men

286.90

340.63

645/year

Men

~-..~
::5
........
~
('()

§

0

LLJ
I-

=

~

WOKEN

LIFE

ANNUITY

PAY-OUTS

KEN

[

(l1rom
cash valu~ ,

z

=~

[;S

C§

WHOLE LIFE INSURANCE

PAY-INS

INSURANCE

,~

......

~

ADVANTAGES COMPARED
WHOLE

Difference Advantag1
Women _
$ 3,520
::e
4,066
Men

KEN

PAY-OUTS

I
I

(10 years certain)

I
$ 0

5,000

10,000

CUMULATIVE ADVANTAGE
NOTE that for the 1 i fe insurance a lone, men's advant age 'i s 54446 (= 4,066 +
3,900 - 3.520). The Insurance Commissioners' official 5~ 20-year cost index
(to take account of the time value of money) for Just the 1 de' insurance part
of this policy is 2X hisher for women despite their lower cost to insure. As
beneficiaries of the industry's hiShly touted "women's discount." women thus
pay less. but set much less.

a

:z

:::i

CD

•

~hole

li~e

is not a rarely-sold kind

prepared by insurance trade associations in
states!

~alse

•

de~ense

of sex discrimination

"The typiCal individual life policy is the whole life policy

(ab.out 75"
women."

The Blue Q & A booklet

insurance.

o~

all individual policies are whole life), which costs less for

o~

(Answer to

discount in

Q.

li~e

2.)

This statement perpetuates the deception of the

insurance and emphasizes the extent of its effect •

Nationwide, the cash values

o~

women's

~hole

less than "identical" policies sold to men.

Li~e

policies are $2 billion

New York Life alone owes $100

million in reduced cash values to 1.3 million women whole

policy

li~e

holders, according to the company's own lobbying memorandum Circulated in
Congress in 1983.

Insurers are covering up this scandal by superimposing a

mythical cost for "equalizing" men's already more valuable contracts onto
the real cost

o~

equalizing women's cash values.

Understandably, insurers

are reluctant to admit that the women's discount is largely a

~raud,

and

that it is actually women's contracts whose value must be raised to make
them equal with men's.

The insurers' dilemma is not impairment

o~

contract, as they claim, but impairment of integrity.

~hen

the Norris deCision made it inescapably clear that individual life

insurance sold through employee payroll deduction could not discriminate by
sex, insurers promptly raised the lower cash values on the existing whole
li~e

policies women

poliCies.

o~

men's

reduced dividends and cash values on women's existing
Under the guise of being a benefit to women, this exemption
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The current Montana law is defective in not correcting the

~raudulently

contracts.

~mployees
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,

actually saves insurers money, covers up the fraud, and perpetuates sex
discrimination in life insurance against Montana women.

•

Although it appears that women are charged a lower rate than men for whole
life insurance. the fact that women commonly get lower dividend refunds and
smaller cash value buildup on policies sold as identical to men's means
that the insurance can actually cost women

10~

to

15~

more than men

according to the Interest Adjusted Surrender Cost Index, desi9ned to
account for the time value of pay-ins and payouts. and approved by
Insurance Commissioners for comparison among companies.

Examples can be added, but these are typical and indicate the fraudulence of
the insurance myth that women get "breaks" on life insurance under state laws
encouraging "fair sex discrimination."

This legally sanctioned fraud is

taking money from women's savings, and it illustrates the fact that civil
rights abuses are invariably measurable in terms of economic harm to the
victims.

The practices which we have described confirm what the equal rights provision
of the Montana state constitution assumes -- that there is no such thing as
"fair sex discrimination."

That is the principle at the heart of all

nondiscrimination law and the Equal Rights Amendment as well.
proposed bills to

repea~

We oppose the

or amend the Montana unisex insurance law because

they affirmatively violate this fundamental principle by re-legalizing sex
discrimination in insurance.

The state government has done what is right and

the legislature must not be pressured to undo it on behalf of insurers acting
against the best interests of the people.

****************
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THE CONSTITUTIONAL n1PLICATION OF GENDER BASED
INSURANCE CLASSIFICATIONS
The constitutionality of gender based insurance classifications revolve about three issues.
First, because private
discrimination is involved, must there be "st3.te action"
under the federal or Hontana Constitution as a pre-condition
to any equal protection review? Second, does the Montana
"individual dignity" provision invoke a strict scruitiny
analysis of any classification based upon sex? Third, does
the equal protection analysis adopted by the United States
Supreme Court render gender based classifications constitutionally infirm?
Before proceeding to an analysis of each of the foregoing
questions, one prefacatory note is appropriate.
The federal
congress in adopting the Civil Rights Act of 1964, prohibited
by its Title VII(42 U.S.C. Section 2000e et.seq.) discrimination by an employer.
The United States Supreme Court construed that section in Arizona Governing Committee v. Norris,
U. S.
103 S.Ct. 3492, 77 L.Ed2d 1236 (1983) and
City of Los Angeles v. Manhart, 435 U. S. 702 (1978) holding
that Title VII forbids an employer from discriminating in
employer operated pension and deferred compensation plans.
Since Title VII applies to public and private employers, any
such insurance plan whether it be pension, deferred compensation or health care insurance violates Title VII.
Any provision, then which would purport to eliminate the use of gender
based premium or benefit tables would be f.lerely duplicative
of the federal legislation and be meaningless in alleviati~g
discrimination.
IS "STATE ACTION" REQUIRED
Under the federal constitution, equal protection guarantees afford reli'2f only in cases where the state has directly
or indirectly become involved in some private discrimination.
w11ether the federal equal protection clause would prohibit
use of gender based classification becomes a matter of drawing
lines. Under Moose Lodge No.7 v. Irvis, 407 U. S., 163, 92
S.Ct. 1965 (1972), the Supre~e Court dismissed a challenge to
a racial exclusionary membership policy on grounds that no
"state action" was involved.
Justice Rhenquist speaking for
t:1e court noted:
The court has never held, of course,
that discrimination by an otherwise
private entity would be violative
of the equal protection clause if
the private entity receives any sort
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of benefit or service at all from the
state, or if it is subject to state
regulation in any degree whatever.
Irvis argued that issuance of a liquor license was
sufficient "state action" to apply the Fourteenth Amendment.
The court acknowledged a state involvement but noted that
since liquor was available from hotels, restaurants and retail
licensees, mere regulation of the t'-loose Lodge's liquor license
was insufficient to constitute a "state action." Moose Lodge.
therefore, establishes the "bot torn line."
In other words,
state regulation of the liquor license of a private entity
does not constitute "state action" wi thin the ambit of the
Fourteenth Amendment to the federal constitution.
However, there are a substantial number of cases cited
by the U. S. SupremE;! Court where incidental state involvement
in private acti vi ties constituted" state action." For example,
in Burton v. Willmington Parking Authority, 365 U. S. 715, 81
S.Ct. 856, 6 L.Ed2d 45 (1961), the Court found a violation of
the equal protection clause by a private coffee shop owner
who refused to serve food or drink to black people.
The
coffee shop was situated in a public parking building under a
private lease to the owner.
The Court noted that the
government's participation in the lease constituted a "state
action" and thus subjected the private lessee to the constraints of the equal protection clause.
In Evans v. Newton, 382 U. S. 296, 86 s.ct. 46 (1966),
the Supreme Court found "state action" with respect to a
pri vately owned park which the city had maintained for a
number of years prior to the court action.
In Reitman v. Mulkey, 387 U. S. 369, 87 S.Ct. 1627 (1967),
the Court found that tne adoption of Proposition 14 (passed
by public referendum) which prohibited the state from interferring with the right of any person to sell his property to
whomever he chooses to be "state action."
This case is
particularly instructive because the action of the state of
California in adopting the proposition had the effect of permitting racial discrimination. Similarly, Montana in adopting
Section 49-2-309, MCA, has made it unlawful an discriminatory
practice to use gender based insurance classifications.
Any
action by the Montana legislature to repeal that provision
would, as did Proposition 14, permit discrimination in insurance rates.
Thus, if there is no "state action" under the
federal constitution, now, there will be if the state should
repeal Section 49-2-309, MCA.
- 2 -
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It is not necessary, however, to deal with the vagaries
of "state action" in Montana.
Article II, Section 4 of the
Montana constitution provides in part:
No person shall be denied the equal
protection of the laws. Neither the
state nor any person, firm, corporation,
or institution shall discriminate
against any person in the exercise
of his civil or political rights on
account of race, color, sex, culture,
social origin or condition, or
political or religious ideas.
The Montana Constitution, then, reaches both private as well
as public discrimination. Since the provision is clear on its
face, it is unnecessary to refer to the proceedings of the
consti tutional convention to determine "legislative" intent.
However, a review of the materials of the constitutional
convention reaffirm the clear language of the provision.
For example, the constitution convention commission report on the Bill of Rights urged adoption of an equal protection provision similar to that in New York:
The (old) Montana statutes and
(old) constitutional provision
fall shy of the protection afforded
by the Illinois constitutional
provision. After hearing many
witnesses, the Illinois committee
decided to limit its provisions to
the area of employment and the sale
or rental of property -- that is,
they cover private discriminations
beyond fair employment practices.
The New York constitution contains
a provision in Article I, Section I,
which speaks broadly to prohibit
all private as well as public discrimination:
No person shall, because of race,
color, creed, or religion, be subjected to any discrimination in
his civil rights by any person or
by any firm, corporation, or institution, or by the state or any agency
or subdivision of the state.
-
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Although the New York provision does not prohibit discrimination on account of sex , it is clear that the Montana
provision was styled after the New York equal protection/
discrimination clause.
The Montana provision, however, adds
the protections against discrimination on account of sex by
any person or by any firm,
corporation or institution.
The state of Montana "supervises" the insurance industry
by statute and through the insurance commissioner.
Insurance
companies must be licensed to do business in Montana; they
must comply with the Code of Fair Practices; and companies
providing general comprehensive liability insurance or auto
liability insurance are subject to rate control.
Title 33,
Chapter 16 governs rates of all insurance companies except
life, disability, reinsurance, aircraft and boat liability
policies. Indeed, Section 33-16-201, et.seq., MCA,
says
liability policy rates cannot be "excessive or inadequate . . .
nor shall they be unfairly discriminatory."
Arguably, then, even under Moose Lodge, there is "state
action" in the activities of the liability insurance industry.
Further, under Evans v. Newton, and Reitman v. Mulkey, there
is sufficient state involvement to constitute "state action"
as to life and disability insurance.
However, because our Montana equal protection clause
clearly applies to private discrimination, the manner in
which the United States Supreme Court has addressed the
question under the federal constitution is not relevant.
THE MONTANA SUPREME COURT WILL EMBRACE
THE "STRICT SCRUTINY TEST" WHEN DEALING WITH
SEX-BASED CLASSIFICATIONS UNDER THE MONTANA
"INDIVIDUAL DIGNITY" PROVISION
A brief review of the equal protection analysis adopted
by the courts is instructive.
Governments can discriminate.
In other words, the state may apply its laws-llnequally among
various classifications of its citizens. They may do so as
long as they have a good reason which is related to some
legitimate governmental interest. This legal theory is called
the "rational basis" analsysis. However, if the governmental
classification is based upon race, wealth, alienage, or any
other "fundamental right," the government may not so classify
unless they can show a compelling state interest. The Supreme
Court has found a "compelling state interest" to justify
impingment of a fundamental right in only one case.
In
Korematsu v. united States, 323 U. S. 214, 65 S.Ct. 193, 89
L.Ed 194 (1944), the Supreme Court found a compelling interest
- 4 -
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arising from national defense premises to permit the internment
of people of Japanese ancestry in May of 1942.
It is indeed difficult, therefore (perhaps impossible)
for a government to justify a classification based upon a
"suspect" category.
It is conceded for the purposes of this memorandum that
a classification based on sex in insurance rates probably would
survive a challenge under the traditional "rational basis"
analysis. The question then becomes (1) which analysis will
be applied in Montana in a sex discrimination case and (2)
would the kind of gender based classifications that occur in
the insurance industry survive a test under the federal
constitution.
Generally, the Montana Supreme Court has followed the
federal equal protection analysis in considering challenges
under the state constitution.
The only case decided, to
date, with respect to an equal protection analysis occurred
in State v. Craig, 169 t-lont. 150, 545 P.2d 649 (1975).
In
craig, the Montana Supreme Court upheld a classification
based upon sex under the sexual intercourse without consent
statute. However, the Montana equal protection clause was
not litigated nor was it discussed by the court in rendering
its opinion. Secondly, the court was following the traditional
equal protection analysis then adopted by the U. S. Supreme
Court. That equal protection analysis has changed since
craig.
(More about that below.) Thus, State v. craig is not
controlling upon any question which would arise from a
challenge to gender based classification in insurance rates.
Ra ther, the court s equal protection analyses in two
recent cases are controlling.
In White v. State,
~lont.
,661 P.2d 1272 (1983), the court followed the precedent
discussed above:
I

If a statute affects a "fundamental
right," it must be measured by a
strict scrutiny test.
In White, the plaintiff argued that the soverign immunity
provisions of the Montana Tort Claims Act deprived her of a
judicial remedy for her injuries.
It was acknowledge by all in the case, that the traditional "rational basis" explanation could be met by the
state. Thus, in order for Kar la vfui te to prevail, she had
to establish her right to a speedy remedy was "fundamental."
I f she were able to do so, the Tort Claims Act limitations
on recovery against the state would not survive:
- 5 -
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Application of this test requires
that the statutory scheme be found
unconstitutional unless the state
can demonstrate that such law is
necessary to promote a "compelling
government interest."
661 P.2d at p. 1274.
Looking to Article II, Section 16, wherein all individuals
are guaranteed a "speedy remedy for every injury," the court
found that Karla White had a fundamental right and strict
scrutiny attached.
The court then proceeded to strike down
the provision as unconstitutional.
Later, in Oberg v. City of Billings,
Mont.
, 674
P.2d 494 (1983), Justice t-1orrison in a concurring opinion
noted that the Montana Constitution affords greater protections to individuals than the federal constitution.
It is important to note that our
state Constitution in this case,
extends greater protection than does
the federal Constitution. There is
a specific privacy provision in our
state Constitution which implicates
a fundamental right and requires a
strict scrutiny analysis. We accord
a broader equal protection in White
v. State, on the basis of constitutional
language present in the Montana
state Constitution and not present
in the federal Constitution.
674 P.2d at p. 498.
Although the Montana Supreme Court has not directly
addressed the strict scrutiny test as applied to Article II,
Section 4, illegal sex discrimination, the foregoing analysis
is inevitable.
In Uhi te, the court looked to the "speedy
remedy" provision of our Bill of Rights and in Oberg, the
court looked to the "privacy" provision of the Bill of Rights
in finding "fundamental rights." There can be little question
that using the same analysis, the court will find a fundamental
right to be free from discrimination on account of sex and,
thus, requiring the showing of a "compelling interest" in
justifying any classification based upon sex.
As mentioned, supra, the united States Supreme Court has
adopted a higher standard under the equal protection clause
- 6 -
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of the Fourteenth Amendment since Craig.
Ironically, the
court adopted this position in another "Craig," Craig v.
Boren, 429 U. S. 191, 97 S.Ct. 451, 50 L.Ed2d 397 (1976).
Craig challenged the Oklahoma law which prohibited the
sale of 3.2 beer to males under 21 years and females under
18 years. Craig asserted that the gender based age difference
in the statute constituted invidious discrimination in violation of the equal protection clause. The state of Oklahoma
argued under Reed v. Reed, 404 U. S. 71 (1971), the correct
judicial analysis was the rational basis test because discrimination on account of sex was not a "fundamental right" or
a "suspect classification thus requiring a strict scrutiny
analysis.
The state then proceeded to establish a statistical
basis for discriminating on the basis of sex.
They proved
at trial the basis for the gender based distinction was that
18 - 20 year old male arrests for driving under the influence
substantially exceeded female arrests for the same period.
Similarly, the state established that youths 17
21 were
found to be over representative among those killed or injured
in traffic accidents, with males again numerically exceeding
females in this regard. Third, the state introduced a random
roadside survey near Oklahoma City which revealed that young
males were more inclined to drive and drink beer than were
their female counter parts.
II

Therefore, by prohibiting the use of liquor by 18
year old males, they could cut down on auto accidents.
The
Supreme Court in Craig struck a middle ground between the
rational basis test and the strict scrutiny test for sex
based classifications.
The Craig standard (which is now
controlling under the Fourteenth Amendment), is what has been
called the "middle-tier approach."
This standard requires the government to classify by
only when such classifications "must serve important
gov~mental objectives
and (are) substantially related to
achievement of those objectives."
gend~r

It is significant in resolving an equal protection
challenge to gender based insurance rates under the Fourteenth
Amendment to note language from Craig wherein the Supreme
Court rejected the state's rationale:
(After first reviewing
the statistics, the court held)
h'hile such a di spari ty is not trivial
on a statistical sense, it hardly can
form the basis for employment of a
gender line as a classifying device.
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Certainly, if maleness is to serve
as a proxy for drinking and driving,
a correlation of 2% must be considered
an unduly tenuous "fit." Indeed, prior
cases have consistently rejected the
use of sex as a decision making factor
even though the statutes in question
certainly rested on far more predictive and imperical relationships
than this.
(Emphasis added.)
After Craig,
the court struck down an Alabama law
providing that husbands but not wives may be required to pay
alimony.
Orr v. Orr, 440 U. S. 268, 99 S.Ct. 1102 (1979);
Caban v. Mohammed, 441 U. S. 380, 99 S.Ct. 1760 (1979) struck
down a New York law which allowed an unwed mother but not an
unwed father to block the adoption of their child by wi thholding
consent; Califano v. Westcott, 443 U. S. 76, 99 S.Ct. 2655
(1979) struck down a section of the Social Security Act which
provided benefits to families with needy dependent children
who had been deprived of parental support because of the
father's employment, but did not provide such benefits when
mother became unemployed; Wengler v. Druggist Mutual Insurance Co., 446 U. S. 142, 100 S. Ct. 1540 ( 1980) struck down
Missouri workers'
comp law which denied a widower death
benefits unless he was mentally or physically incapacitated
from wage earning but did not provide the same disqualification for a widow; Kirchberg v. Feenstraw, 450 U. S. 455, 101
S. ct. 1195 (1981) struck down a Louisiana law which gave a
husband the right to unilaterally dispose of property owned
jointly with his wife but not the wife without the husband's
consent; and, finally Mississippi University for Women v. Hogan,
U. S.
102 S.Ct. 1331 (1982) struck. down a
University provislon which denied qualified men the right to
enroll for credit in its nursing school.
The adoption of the middle-tier approach from a political
standpoint can be seen as an attempt by Brennan, Marshall,
White and Douglas (before he retired) to build support with
the middle group including Stevens, Powell, Blackman and
Stewart. By adopting the "middle-tier" scrutiny, the court
has produced a constitutional analysis more compatible with
the generally less liberal political outlook of the justices
in the center.
There is language in Personnel Administrator of Massachusetts v. Feeney, 442 U.
S. 256, 99 S.Ct. 2282 (1979)
which can be used to give further reach to the federal equal
protection clause as it pertains to gender-based classifications.
In Feeney, the Supreme Court considered the question
- 8 -
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of whether Massachusetts'
lifetime preference to veterans
discriminated against women in violation of the equal protection clause.
Although the court upheld the Massachusetts
preference it held:
Classifications based upon gender,
not unlike those based upon race, have
traditionally been the touchtone
for pervasive and often subtle
discrimination. The court's recent
cases teach that such classifications
must bare a 'close and substantial
relationship to important government
objectives' and are in many settings
unconstitutional. Although public
employment is not a constitutional
right, and the states have wide
discretion in framing the employee
qualification, these precedents
dictate that any state law overtly
or covertly designed to prefer males
over females in public employment
would require an exceedingly persuasive
justification to withstand the
constitutional challenge under the
equal protection laws of the Fourteenth
Amendment.
The court went on then to review the racial discrimination
cases decided recently and noted that "those principals apply
with equal force to a case involvir.3 alleged gender
discrimination."
Arguably, then, under the middle-tier test, gender based
rates are constitutionally infirm because they prefer women
over men (on life and auto policies) and men over women (on
disability, health care, annunity and pension plans) and
there is no important or persuasive justification, therefore.
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WHY SHOULD AN OVERWEIGHT, 65-VEAR OLD WOMAN WHO SMOKES
PACKS

A DAY, DRINKS

EXCESSIVELY,

SMALLER MONTHLY PENSION THAN
HAS

LIVE:

EVERY WOMAN

AS

IN

IF SHE WERE

A

A PHYSICALLY FIT 65-VEAR OLD MAN WHO
THE
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USED TO BE,

1983
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ABSURDITV OF TREATING

AND ANNUITY

PLANS SHDU LD BE EQUAL FOR

AND WOMEN.
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AGES

15

OF
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ARE WE

30,

AND
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ARE

AUTOMATICALLY DOUBLE,.

My SON ASK E 0 ME, "VI HY

WHY?

tv1y SON •••
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INSURANCE RATING.

IT'S

VI

0 MAN I SIS SUE •
ABOUT HUMAN

IT

IS

A£30UT FAIRNESS

DIGNITY AND

INDIV~DUALITV

ABOUT OUR MONTANA CONSTITUTION.

SEX SHOULD NOT £3E THE
BECAUSE

NO "AVERAGE" YOUNG MAN BETWEEN THE

YET THEIR AUTO PREMIUMS

ALL LUMPED TOGETHER?"

IT'S

IS

AtJ 0 EVE N QUA 0 RUP LET H E A0 U LT RAT E •

EXAMPLE:

AND

HIGH BLOOD PRESSURE RECIEVE

"AVERAGE" AND RULED THAT CONTRIBUTIONS

TO E:MPLOYMENT-RELATED PIONS ION
MEN

FOUR

LONGER THAN MEN".

BUT THE SUPREME COURT

IN

AND HAS

EVERY EXPECTATICN OF OUTLIVING HER?

"BECAUSE WOME:N

KE:RRY KE:YSEH

IT

IS r'JOT

FACTORS SUCH AS

or INSURANCE RISK CLASSIFICATICN

BASIS

A RISK FACTOR.

DRIVING RECORDS

INSURANCE SHOULD BE BASED ON RISK
AND TOTAL MILES

DRIVEN,

EXPERIENCE, SMOKING AND DRINKING HABITS, ETCETERA, WHICH
BY EACH

DRIVER
ARE CONTROLLED

INDIVIDUAL.
QUOTES BY PHONE

(406) 586-7100
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GOING TO TELL YOU ABOUT MY SON.

JUST THE

I KNOW THE BEST ••• AND

YOUNG MAN

THOUSANDS

AM NOT BRAGGING.

LIKE HIM

I

AM SURE THERE

HE'S
ARE

IN THE STATE OF MONTANA.

AGE 29
~ORKED

CAR -

THROUGH H.S.
I I YEARS

-

NEVER

HONOR STUDENT H.S.
ALWAYS

EMPLOYED

STAOLE

-

AN

ACCIDENT

-

STILL DRIVING THAT CAR.

AND UNIVEHSITY

CONSCIENTIOUS

IJON -S M 0 K E R
VERY HEALTHY LIFESTYLE
A RESPONSIBLE

PAST

7

YEARS

PERSON WITH

-
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-

A CAPITAL R

BRIDGER BOWL -
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ASST. DIRECTOR PRO-PATROL - HE IS THE MAN IN CHARGE OF AVALANCHE
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HEAVY lQU I PMENT OPEHATOR - OPERATES THE ~,>200,OOO SNOVI
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PLOWS

0 T ON E Ace IDE NT

SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE AWARDS

YET,

AT

AGE

29,

A MAN WITH THIS

A RE 5 paN S I 0 LE

AD U LT B Y THE

STILL PAYING AN

Do YOU KNOVI WHY?

AT REGULAR

INFLATED

INTERVALS

TRACK RECORD

IS NOT CONSIDERCD

AUT 0 INS U RAN C E COM PAN I E S.

HE I S

PREMIUM.

Do YOU KNOVI WHY?
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HEALTH PLANS?
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THOSE WOMEN

INSURANCE
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TESTIMONY IN OPPOSITION TO HOUSE BILLS 366 and 507

I would like to urge you to vote against any bill repealing
or weakening Montana's gender-free insurance law.
I testified
against House Bills 366 and 507 on February 14, on behalf
of myself as an individual, and as President of the Women's
Law Section.
Though proponents of the bills argue that they are constitutional,
I believe that if either bill passed, a legal challenge would
result in the Montana Court's applying the same rationale
as that of the Pennsylvania court in Hartford Accident &
Indemnity Co. v. Insurance Commissioner of the Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania. The Pennsylvania Supreme Court found that genderbased automobile rates were "unfairly discriminatory" under
the Insurance Rate Act in light of Pennsylvania's public policy
against sex discrimination embodied in the state's Equal
Rights Amendment. Montana has a similar insurance provision,
Section 33-16-201, MCA, and, of course, the Equal Rights clause
of the Montana Constitution is one of the most comprehensive
in the nation. A gender rate plan is not in keeping with our
Constitutional mandate.
•

I would also like to point out that even on an actuarial level,
the use of such gender rates is questionable. The implied
behavioral relationships rely on questionable social stereotypes.
The arguments that proponents of the bills are making today
in regard to sex were once made concerning race and religion.
Despite arguments to the contrary, women are put at a
disadvantage by sex-based insurance rates.

,

Please vote against any repeal or amendment or Section 49-2-309,
MCA.

Respectfully submitted on March 14, 1985.
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THE LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS OF ttJONTANA

The League's ERA position states that we support provisions to eliminate sex
discrimination

in pensions and

insurance.

just the opposite of this position.

House 8ills 3SS and 507 strive to do

For this reason we oppose House 8ills

j

366 and 507.
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TESTIMONY TO THE SENATE JUDICIAL COMMITTEE RE NON-GENDER INSURANCE
3/14/85
Mr. Chairman, members of the committee:
My name is Harriett Meloy and I represent the American Association
of University Women.
AAUW is a broadly based coalition of women who have in common a
college degree. There are about 200,000 members in this country;
approximately 600 to 700 memeers in Montana.
AAUW supported the bill in the 1983 legislature that prohibited
the practice of setting insurance rates on the basis of gender;
we continue to support -the law that was passed and look forward
to the implementation of Montana's non-gender insurance law in
October of this year.
Please vote NO on HB 366 and HB 507.
Thank you.
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Testimony

o~ Kathl~en

F. Holden in opposition to HR 366 and HB S07

Chairman Mazurek, members of the Committee, T am Kathleen Holden,
Attornev of the Human Rights Division.

I am here today to express the

views of the Human Rights Commission on H8 366 and H8 SO?

The

Commission has chosen not to take a position on the policy question
whethpr the law should prohibit sex and marital status discrimination in
insurance.

I am speaking today as an opponent of these bills because

they contain numerous technical defects and rrohlems which impact the
operations of the Commission evpn if enforcement of the law is
transferred to the insurancf' commissioner.

Pregnancy niscrimination
Title VII of the Civil Riqhts Act as amended by thr nrrqnancy
niscriPlination Act of 107R makes it i"llegal for
an

(In

employer to providp

employee benrfit plan which discril:linates nn the basis of sex.

Sf:ction 701(k) of the Act. as amended defines thp terms "bpcC\use

Of

sex"

or lion the basis of sex" to include because of or on the basis of
pregnancy, childbirth or related medical conditions;
by pre~nancv,

~nd

women

~ffected

childbirth, or rplated medical conditions shall be treated

the same for all

empl~vment

undor fringe benefit

purposes, including receipt of benefits

pro~rams

as other oersons not so a ffect.~~NA~t JUDICIARY COMM

similar in their ability to work or not work.

~5
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Hf3 SO? purports to mClke riiscrirnir.atinn on the

h,lSis Of

ftt3

3~ro +Sj

preqnflnCY leqa 1.

Federal law makes discrimination on the basis of sex illegal and defines
on the hasis of sex tn include preqnilnry.

Passage of H8 507 vlOulrl be

",

confusing to employers.
exclusion of

norm~l

It would mislead them to conclude th~t

pregn~ncy

from employment benefit

pl~ns

is legal.

Refere1ce tn ERISA
HB 306's refprencp. t.O ,Section 3(3) of thp ~mployee Rptil~e~pnt Tncome

SpclIrity Act of 1Q74, ?9 U.S.C. 1002(3) is coY) f usir,9.
complex, comprehensive federal act
privAte employers.

regul~ting

[RISA is a

employee benefit plans of

ERISA qoverns employee pension henefit plans which

provide for income deferral or

retiremp~t

employep welfare benefit plans includin0
benefits for continaencies such

~s

income (?9 U.S.C. G10n?(?) and
~ny proor~m

that provides

illness, accident, disability, death,

or unemployment (?'CJ U.S.C. Q002(J.)).

)

ERISA dnes not

regul~t0

emrlnyee benefit plans of Pllhlic employers.

HB 366 purports to make it unlawful for an ernploypt to discriminate on
the

basis of

Sf;X

il,

or mariti'd status .is" an employee hen",fit plan.

employer's benefit plan is
prr~efT!pted

requl~ted

If the

bv FRlSA, the state of MontanR is

from enforcing a state law that makes discrimil1(1t.;on on the

basis of marital status in t'hClt employer's benefit: phn.

Cunent

fedroral and sti1te 1(1 VI alreadv rnnkes riiscrirnination on thp bi1sis of sex
illegal in nn Pll1ploYll1(o nt r)('nrfit law.
nothi ng to irnDro\lp

t,h(~

H8 366

is redllnci()llt

and dops

s i tU(lti on of i nd'ivi riua 1 s rl'otected bv currrnt.

law.
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Multiplicity of Forums
Even thouqh both HR 3FiFi ilnd HR 507 would transfer enforceme'lt: nf their
substantive provisions to the Commissioner

o~

Tnsurance, the law would

nonetheless create dunlication of enforcement when employee benefit
plans are at issue.

Arguably, a claimant could pursue a claim against

the employer for providing a discriminatory employee benefit plan with
the Human Rights Commission or the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission while pursuing a claim over the same plan aqainst the insurer
with the Commissioner of Insurance.

The effect of transferring

pnforcement authoritv in this manner is to elimina+e the opportunity to
)~esolve

all claims arisinq out of t.he same discriminatory practice in

one fnrum.

In summary, it is the position of the Human Riqhts Commission that HR
300 and HB 507 only serve to confuse and further comp 1i Cnte the
surrounding sex and marital status discriminJtion in insurance.
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In

particular, the Commission believes enactment of either of these bills
is a disservice to emolovers because of the confusion created in regard
to their existing responsibilities under the law.
to recommend HB

3~6

T urqe the committee

and HB 507 do not Dass.
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